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From the Managing Editor

From the packed auditorium in Northern Virginia where Lyndon

LaRouche delivered his Jan. 22 State of the Union webcast (featured
in this issue), to groups watching around the world, there has been a
strong reaction of excitement and mobilization to LaRouche’s unique
presentation. E-mail questions flooded in, reflecting seriously on the
global financial crisis and the danger of a plunge into a Dark Age, if
LaRouche’s Glass-Steagall program is not adopted quickly by the
United States.
LaRouche explained his unusual decision to read the text of his
own carefully crafted statement, rather than to speak extemporaneously, as is his wont: “This is a period in which argument is irrelevant.
There are certain specific things, which must be done in a specific way,
and in a specific sequence, if we are to save this nation. Therefore, this
must be precise. This is not a matter of opening a discussion of a broadranging debate. This is laying down exactly, as if it were a military
plan of operation, in warfare, a precise program for getting the United
States out of this alive, and now! And therefore, I shall read this, shall
we say, word for word, in order to put this on the record. Because the
issues which I am presenting are not inherently debatable. They are
discussable, but the argument is not debatable. The argument must be
discussed, because it’s the only chance we have, to save this nation,
and to save civilization.”
There is no way I can summarize the webcast in this brief space
(indeed, I highly recommend watching it at http://www.larouchepac.
com/webcasts/20110122.html). But I’ll point readers to an interchange
that I found especially powerful. The question came from a representative of the “Stanford group” of economists from several universities,
who have been working for over two years on the issues of physical
economy that LaRouche has raised. The questioner referred to the late
1990s: “The pattern that we’ve always seen in America, of laid-off
Americian workers then being re-employed in new, innovative jobs,
stopped; none of it happened. In fact, the opposite occurred. And the
question is, why?” LaRouche shot back: “It’s easy. You used the wrong
criteria!” His elaboration of that answer nails the crucial difference between his successful economic method, and the discredited methods
of Adam Smith, Paolo Sarpi, and their derivatives.
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4 L
 aRouche Webcast:
The State of the Union: A.D. 2011
Lyndon LaRouche delivers his first webcast of the
New Year, on Jan. 22, opening with a renewed, and
urgent call, for Obama to be removed from the
Presidency, under the provisions of the 25th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. “If you don’t
get rid of this President, you’re not going to have a
government,” LaRouche stated. “It’s that simple.
The Democrats have to come to understand that. If
they’ve got any interim plan for accommodating to
this President, they’re wasting their time. Reality
will not allow that to happen.” On the other hand,
he said, “there is a narrow selection of measures
which are appropriate to this problem. It is
possible, within a short period of time, to change
this situation, beginning with the Glass-Steagall
action; the actual, original Glass-Steagall being
reenacted, at some time during the weeks, or so
forth, ahead, would be sufficient to open the gates,
for alternatives for recovery, not only in the United
States, but because of the United States, the
planet.”
    LaRouche’s keynote address was followed by a
two-and-a-half hour dialogue, covering issues from
the crises in Ireland and Tunisia, to the
bankruptcies of the U.S. state governments.

Key features of the NAWAPA
(North American Water and
Power Alliance), from
LaRouchePAC. “The
implementation of NAWAPA
means making the bold
decision to solve the longterm needs of mankind for
the next 50 years, in the
management of water and
other presently known and
new resources. It means a
civilization taking its destiny
into its own hands, by
managing continental and
global characteristics instead
of local ones.”
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Cheminade is the leader of the
French political party Solidarity
and Progess, and a candidate for
the 2012 French Presidential
elections. In a statement issued
from Paris, on the crisis in
Tunisia, he writes: “The fall of
Ben Ali represents the
awakening of a people, and of
an army, that couldn’t bear any
longer to live under the
oppression of a mafioso clan.
My heart is with those who
have freed themselves, but the
verbal expression of solidarity
is insufficient. France has a duty
toward them, as much by reason
of our common history, as by
our recent intolerable
complacency.”
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An October 2010 World Bank
report heaps praise on Tunisia
as one of the leading African
economies, based on its
doubling of exports, and its
competitiveness. However,
Tunisia’s years of cooperation
with the IMF and World Bank
have actually resulted in a
doubling of unemployment,
especially among educated
youth, the murder of the middle
class, and privatization of its
economy, leaving the country
with tourism as its only
“industry.”
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Robert Barwick writes from
Melbourne, that the recurring
floods in Australia have
devastated major food
production areas of the nation,
wiping out huge chunks of
wheat, beef, and fresh
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Philip’s WWF and the Green
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needed water infrastructure from
being built in this vast continent.
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LAROUCHE WEBCAST

The State of the
Union: A.D. 2011
Lyndon LaRouche delivered this webcast address, his first of the New Year,
from Northern Virginia, on Jan. 22, 2011. Debra Freeman, LaRouche’s national spokeswoman, was the moderator. (The webcast is archived at http://
www.larouchepac.com/webcasts/20110122.html)
Debra Freeman: Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen. On behalf of
LaRouchePAC, I’d like to welcome all of you to this afternoon’s event. It
is traditional in the United States, that around this time, the President delivers a State of the Union address, and that address traditionally outlines the
prospects for the nation, and because of the importance of the United States,
very often, the prospects for the world, in the period immediately ahead.
However, things being as they are, I don’t really think that we can expect
that kind of an address from Barack Obama. Yet, given the depth of the
crisis, both the crisis in our own nation, and the crisis internationally, it
were imperative, that, in fact, a State of the Union be delivered. It’s necessary for the citizens of our country; it’s necessary for governments all over
the world.
And so, without any further ado, I’d like to introduce to you the person
in the United States who’s best suited to give that address, Lyndon LaRouche.
Lyndon LaRouche: Thank you! Thank you. Thank you.
We have now entered a period of hyperinflation, inside the United
States. It’s also going on internationally, which means that people who are
talking about adjustments in policy, during the coming months, or the
coming weeks, months, whatever, are not in the real world. I happen to
know that most of the Democratic Party leadership, which has been meeting and discussing things this past week, have no idea of what’s about to hit
them, and therefore, are debating matters which are actually irrelevant.
That the usual things, the assumption, for example, that this President can
remain to be the incumbent President, for more than fairly short period of
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Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. delivers his State of the
Union webcast on Jan. 22. Below: The team of six
LaRouche Democratic Congressional candidates
joins an ovation. They were introduced to the
audience later in the webcast. Left to right: Kesha
Rogers (Tex.), Bill Roberts (Mich.), Dave Christie
(Wash.), Rachel Brown (Mass.), Diane Sare (N.J.),
and Summer Shields (Calif.).
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time remaining, which is a very popular belief among Democrats, even
those who despise this President, is a
gone bunny. Because if you’re going
to have a United States, he’s going to
be gone. If he’s not gone, you’re not
going to have a United States. That’s
where we are.
So, we’ve come to a time, where
this useless creature, or worse than useless creature,
called the President, is about to leave office soon, because we are now in a period of a rate of acceleration of
international inflation, which is approaching that of
what hit Germany in 1923. We’re in, already, a 1923
type of syndrome. Any government that continues the
policy of this President, or policy under this President,
is a doomed government, this year!
Now, we don’t have to have a doomed government.
All we have to do, is get rid of this President. If you
don’t get rid of this President, you’re not going to have
a government. It’s that simple. The Democrats have to
come to understand that. If they’ve got any interim plan
for accommodating to this President, they’re wasting
their time. Reality will not allow that to happen.
Just what do you think the Germans were thinking
in Germany in 1923, during the Summer and Autumn
of 1923? Something quite similar to what many Democrats, for example, are thinking out there, what many
people are thinking wishfully out there, today. We do
not have a long time to play around with this thing.
January 28, 2011
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However, on the other hand, there is a narrow selection of measures which are appropriate to this problem.
It is possible, within a short period of time, to change
this situation, beginning with the Glass-Steagall action;
the actual, original Glass-Steagall being reenacted, at
some time during the weeks, or so forth, ahead, would
be sufficient to open the gates, for alternatives for recovery, not only in the United States, but because of the
United States, the planet.
The other qualification is this. There are certain features of the United States, its system, its legacy, which
is not replicated in any other part of the world. For example, if the United States were to go under, Europe is
doomed, automatically. If the United States and Europe
are doomed, the entire trans-Atlantic region is doomed;
if the trans-Atlantic region is doomed, then Asia is
doomed. And you’re talking about a long dark age, with
a very deep-going depopulation of this planet.
So, the time has come: You can no longer postpone,
you can no longer make accommodations, and therefore, the kind of State of the Union address that’s reFeature



quired, has to deal with a very limited number, but crucial options, which will save this nation, and make
possible the saving of civilization.
Now, therefore, for this occasion, this is not the time
for a discussion of options—one guy debates this, another guy debates this, another guy debates this. There’s
no room for debate, in the ordinary sense of debating
policy. There are certain policies that must be put
through now, or the United States goes to Hell. And if
the United States goes to Hell, the world goes to Hell.
That’s reality. And this current President has no relevance in the future of this nation, or of this planet.
There’s no way that this nation can survive under the
continuation of this President in office, and I need not
specify more than orally, here, that he should be thrown
out of office, on the 25th Amendment, section 4. He’s
eligible, he should have been thrown out of office, now!
If he’s not thrown out of office—and he will have to be
thrown out of office—there is no United States! The
existence of the United States, and the role of Obama as
President of the United States, have come to a screeching halt, now!
Right now, you’re in a state, where any accident in
the economy, can cause a general chain-reaction collapse of this world economy, starting in the United
States—or someplace else. Brazil is ready to go! Russia’s on the edge of going! You think the British are
powerful? Yes, the British are controlling the planet,
politically, through groups like the financial group, the
Inter-Alpha Group. That group does control the international financial system! But that financial system,
itself, is what must be gone, if the world is to survive.
So that’s the kind of situation we’re in.
And therefore, on this occasion, I shall open my remarks by reading—something I usually don’t do on an
occasion like this—reading the text of my own draft
statement. Because this is a period in which argument is
irrelevant. There are certain specific things, which must
be done in a specific way, and in a specific sequence, if
we are to save this nation. Therefore, this must be precise. This is not a matter of opening a discussion of a
broad-ranging debate. This is laying down exactly, as if
it were a military plan of operation, in warfare, a precise program for getting the United States out of this
alive, and now!
And therefore, I shall read this, shall we say, word
for word, in order to put this on the record. Because the
issues which I am presenting are not inherently debatable. They are discussable, but the argument is not de
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batable. The argument must be discussed, because it’s
the only chance we have, to save this nation, and to save
civilization.
Okay, I shall read as follows:

I. The Crisis
At this present moment, we are now at the breakingpoint at which civilization throughout our planet is
wobbling at the brink of what could probably soon be,
the greatest crisis of humanity since Europe’s Fourteenth-century plunge into an new dark age. At this
moment, the cause of today’s crisis of civilization, is
centered within the British Isles. But, the crisis itself
reaches throughout Europe: from Portugal to, and
throughout Russia. It is a crisis which has been steered,
by the British empire’s often controlling political interference into the functions of our government.
Fortunately, there are still moments of opportunity
for changing all this during the very short time ahead;
but we can not wait longer than that. The brief opportunities to rescue our republic exist only if we find leaders
who show both the needed wisdom and courage to act
immediately.
The needed current strategic reality is as follows.
Right now. Since the beginning of 2011, the world
as a whole has been now gripped by accelerating rates
of price-inflation, in a pattern which is already, comparable, as a pattern, to the Weimar Germany hyperinflationary blow-out of 1923.
A world-wide spread of a breakdown-crisis, is now
accelerating. Nothing but our United States, if it comes
to its senses, could stop this crash’s leading into a threatened, planet-wide “new dark age.”
Simply said: Either the 1933 Glass-Steagall law is
put into operation again now, without any change from
the original, or our United States is doomed. In fact,
the entirety of this planet would be taken down, chainreaction-style, in the same process. No action but the
immediate restoration of the 1933 Glass-Steagall law,
and nothing different than that, will enable our republic
to defeat the crisis of the immediate period ahead.
There had been remedies for this crisis at some time
earlier, but those options have been wasted by the President and the Congress so far. Either that pattern of obstruction of urgently needed measures, will be reversed
now, or there will soon be no United States, nor much
of the rest of the planet, either. This breakdown-crisis is
EIR
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rapidly accelerating, now.
I have never erred in any forecast which I have
issued since my Summer 1956 forecast of a major recession to strike somewhere in a short interval between
late February and early March, 1957. That 1957 crisis
came like an earthquake when it happened. That crisis
came exactly on time, as I had forewarned. I had not
made a “market forecast;” I had made a carefully crafted
reading of inside technical information on the inner
workings of the automobile marketing industry; statistical forecasting is for failures.
That said, turn our attention to the present world
crisis.
To the extent that certain circles inside the United
States had acted, since the Autumn of 2007, in opposing
my Homeowners and Bank Protection Act of 2007, as
that opposition to my action from inside the Congress
itself, was led by such as Representative Barney Frank,
all of whom were acting under the guidance provided to
Presidents George W. Bush, Jr. and Barack Obama, it
has been those two Presidents who have been chiefly
responsible, however, together with their unconstitutional “signing statements,” for the actual launching of
what is now rapidly becoming the greatest, and most
worthless financial bubble in the known history of mankind. Our United States, too, would be destroyed, inevitably, were we to permit a continued support for the
so-called “bail-out” policies which were wrongfully
unleashed by the combination of those two failed
choices of Presidents, as also by the role of the most
recent two heads of the Federal Reserve System,
Morgan stooge Alan Greenspan, and Ben Bernanke,
and, now, the shameless Timothy Geithner.
As a result of the bail-out, a world-wide, hyperinflationary time-bomb is about to blow, now.
If that “bail-out” policy is permitted to continue, it
will blow out the nations of the world, probably the
trans-Atlantic region first, and, barring exceptional new
developments, Asia second, with the imminent disintegration of that hopelessly bankrupt British monetarist
system, which is known variously, either as the “InterAlpha Group” or its doomed subsidiary, the “BRIC.”
That British Inter-Alpha Group has been the chief
causal factor, since 1971, in the presently onrushing
hyper-inflationary disintegration of the trans-Atlantic
region, and, therefore, the principal source of the current threat to global civilization generally.
Unfortunately, although the leading Asian nations,
such as China and India, have been relatively compeJanuary 28, 2011
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tent in the conduct of their own affairs, especially as
compared to the trans-Atlantic sector, even the great
Asian nations could not withstand the ricocheting effects of a presently careening, general hyper-inflationary blow-out of the trans-Atlantic group of nations.
That ultimate breakdown associated with the creation of the Inter-Alpha Group is in progress now; so, it
must be stopped now. Go back one crucial step earlier,
to the crisis developments which led directly into the
1971 crisis.

The Factor of the Kennedy Assassination
The present condition of world-wide financial crisis,
which has dominated this planet in the present form
since the August 1971 cancellation of the Bretton
Woods system, was, in large part, made possible by the
effect of the earlier assassination of President John F.
Kennedy. That assassination had enabled the launching
of a worthless and ruinous war in Indo-China. That war
had been a war even more ruinous in its ugly effects on
the citizenry and youth of the United States, than on the
Southeast Asian field of battle.
This war was not the fruit of an honest error. What
had been done was according to a war-plan denounced
by President Kennedy and General Douglas MacArthur, a war which ruined us, not only economically, but
also morally. It was a war which could not have occurred without both the assassination of that President
and the ensuing, frantic effort, in some leading circles,
to prevent any serious public investigation of an assassination which coincided, in several respects, with what
had been, already, the repeated efforts from Spain-based
fascist operations against France’s great President
Charles de Gaulle.
The Warren Commission was, thus, the actual turning-point, since which our United States has gone down,
down, and down, even despite that great space achievement which had been set into motion by that murdered
President.
Despite all that, still today, our U.S. Federal Constitution still equips us with a still lingering remedy for
this present world economic crisis-situation; but, unless
the original 1933 Glass-Steagall law is now immediately restored by our United States, very soon, as the
highest priority of our government’s actions now, there
is no chance that our republic would now survive under
its present Constitution; these United States could not
outlive the presently accelerating hyper-inflationary
bubble being orchestrated against us by London and
Feature



London’s Wall Street appendages. In that case, no
part of the planet will escape the full force of the
greatest, British-led process of “creative destruction”-orchestrated, hyper-inflationary collapse of
civilization, in known modern history since the
1648 Peace of Westphalia.
What is inevitable is, in one way or another,
the collapse of a presumed trillions of what are,
essentially, financially fictitious U.S. dollars of
debt attributed to “bail-out” operations, which
will never be paid, simply because “play money”
debts could never could be actually paid, however willing, or powerful the fool who attempted
to carry out such an intrinsically hyper-inflationary bail-out.
The reason for that paradox is elementary.
Those kinds of debts created by these socalled “bail-outs” could never be repaid since
they are, intrinsically, fraudulent debts, intrinsically unsecured debts which are represented by
the proposed bail-outs of what are, at the end of
the day, purely fictitious gambling debts; they are
debts which represent no corresponding, intrinsically physical form of either present or future, actually physically efficient form of economic
value.
In this paradoxical situation, Glass-Steagall
Kansas City Star/S.J. Ray
would have two most notable effects. It will wipe
President Roosevelt’s push for Glass-Steagall and other crucial
out those fictitious debts, which are merely “gam- legislation, during the first 100 days of his Presidency, brought the
blers’ debts;” the gambler has lost the nominal Constitution’s founding principles to bear to solve the emergency
value of a debt for which no present or future facing the nation.
wealth would, or could be actually created. GlassThe British Argument
Steagall would solve this paradox, as President FrankIt is necessary to emphasize here, that I acknowllin Roosevelt had overcome the lunacies of Presidents
edge that any survival of the U.S. economy, would
Coolidge and Hoover in 1933, which he did, by a single
mean the general bankruptcy of that already hopelessly
stroke of our Federal Constitution’s already existing,
bankrupt, so-called “Inter-Alpha Group,” aka “BRIC,”
intrinsic law. Glass-Steagall now, as then, would thus
a grouping which forms the present financial-monetarclear the way for refinancing the states and their principal communities which had been looted under the poliist basis for the British monetarist empire-in-fact. This
cies of Presidents Bush and Obama, and would serve as
is a monetarist system which has ruled over Europe,
the basis for the launching of the greatest physical-ecoduring most of the periods since the formation of the
nomic recovery program ever conceived by man,
Roman Empire, the empire which was launched by the
NAWAPA.
concert of Octavian and the priests of the cult of Mithra,
The hard fact remains, that either those mere gamin their negotiations on the Isle of Capri. The British
bling debts are to be written off for the purely fictitious
“gambling debts” they are, or there will be no United
. Notably, the order to his nominal son-in-law, Pontius Pilate, for the
States, but a lot of very, very dead Americans. The
crucifixion of Jesus Christ was uttered by the Emperor Tiberius from
means to stop this are available; they are called “Glass
Capri, a key to the mass murders of Christians by the Roman emperors
into the time of Constantine.
Steagall, or also named “NAWAPA.”
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empire of today still exists as of yore, as the present incarnation of that legacy of the maritime system of financial empire established by Rome at Capri, as continued through the reigns of the monetarist systems of
Byzantium, of the old Venice system, and of the New
Venetian system of those followers of what is properly
known as the “New Venetian Liberalism” of Paolo
Sarpi, a scheme which secured the turn of the English
throne into what was turned a British empire with the
invasion of England by the “New Venetian Party’s”
William of Orange.
It has been, chiefly, the threatening British objection
to a U.S. re-enactment of Glass-Steagall, which has
threatened to block the Obama White House’s willingness to give lackey-like elements in the U.S. Congress
permission to vote up the otherwise popular demand for
a restitution of the 1933 Glass-Steagall law. Therefore,
it is necessary to state clearly the conditions under
which not only the United States, but even the United
Kingdom’s own economic survival will depend upon
the great reform which depends on restoring GlassSteagall conditions.

The British Bankruptcy
If all the banks of Britain and its like were to be
caused to vanish in a grand flop on the next morning,
Britain would be better advised to learn its lesson, than
to block a Glass-Steagall revival. We must suggest,
most strongly, that the United Kingdom should now
come to its senses in this matter.
What if all the banks of the United Kingdom, and
also the “BRIC” are wiped from the scene, would the
United Kingdom itself need to die, too? Could it not
survive, albeit in the more modest and much more appropriate role as a sovereign nation-state minding its
own nation’s business, rather than its long-standing, but
deplorable present habit, of meddling in the troubles of
others (troubles which it did much to cause, as contributed by the case of the unfortunate British lackey
George Soros)? A salvaged set of U.S.A.-style commercial banks could be created, by international agreement, to protect and promote the general welfare of
citizens of a republican United Kingdom just as GlassSteagall protects our own United States. If not the
United Kingdom, or, if so desired, a pair of neighboring
sovereigns such as Scotland and England.
The British influence on a problematic President
such as Barack Obama, is not to be tolerated any longer
as a legitimate expression of the functions of a PresiJanuary 28, 2011
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dent or a U.S. Congress of the United States. So, what
if the leading financial speculators of the world go
belly-up financially; the human species will have lost
less than nothing, and might find consolation in a form
of security provided by the honest employment which
we will encourage be afforded as decent opportunities,
instead of the international drug-trafficking and usury
which the United Kingdom has maintained over now
more than two centuries, as the British monarchy has
shown such stubborn affinities up to present-day role in
Afghanistan.

Glass-Steagall: How Our Constitution Works
To understand our Federal Constitution’s economic
provisions for a crisis of the present type, there are two
most crucial points in our history which demand the
leading attention of all among our actual patriots at this
moment.
The first is, that the precedent for our U.S. Federal
Constitution, is to be located within the implementation
of that originally uttered Royal Charter which launched
the Massachusetts Bay Colony as a sovereign entity
under the authority of the English Kingdom at that time.
This charter was employed by the leaders of the Colony,
such as the Winthrops and Mathers, as the authority for
the creation of a credit system for the Massachusetts
colony, rather than a monetarist system of the European
type then, as now, still today.
That constitutional principle is not a matter of
merely ordinary law; it is the expression of a universal
physical principle, a truly constitutional quality of principle on whose observance the continued existence of
our republic now absolutely depends. To oppose that
principle, is to attempt to destroy our republic by means
which would be tantamount to treason; in this case, it
would be submission to the will of a foreign power, the
international drug-trafficking British Empire since the
1790s, which is precisely the intention behind President
Nixon’s cancellation of the Bretton Woods agreement
at the urging of such as Arthur Burns, George Shultz, et
al., acting under the failed President Richard Nixon, at
that time.
The historical evidence is, that the cancellation of
the Massachusetts colony’s sovereign powers, essentially as by the New Venetian Party’s tyrant William of
Orange, left the London-betrayed tradition of the economic policy of Massachusetts, one to be continued by
successors such as the former Boston man, Benjamin
Franklin, who presented the utterance of a paper curFeature

 

fore, the essence of this crucial matter must be
spelled out here, as follows. Our nation’s life,
and perhaps your own, depends upon the citizens’ adopting the fact of this knowledge.
It must be emphasized here and now, that
there is a difference between a mere ordinary
law, and a law premised upon a demonstrably
truthful expression of a principle of nature, a demonstrable principal of what is properly conceived to be constitutional law, rather than a
merely customary principle of law, as the latter
inferior, regrettable notion of law is typical of
the parliamentary traditions of Europe thus far.
The notion of the German constitutional court is
a notable case of an implied attempt to maintain
that distinction respecting ordinary law-making
and a fundamental principle of law implicitly
embedded in our own Federal Constitution. The
argument presented by Alexander Hamilton,
shows the meaning of that distinction of true
principle from merely a more or less arbitrary
caprice in legislating in law, a distinction from
that which, quite clearly, corresponds to the
proven virtues of actual historical experience of
mankind’s best nature, such as that which inspired the original colonists of Massachusetts,
Alexander Hamilton and Benjamin Franklin confer at the signing of the
prior to the invasion of the British Isles by the
U.S. Constitution (detail of painting by Howard Chandler Christy). The
20-by-30-foot work was commissioned during the FDR years, in 1939, in so-called “Liberalism” of the imperial New Veobservance of the 150th anniversary of the Constitution. It is displayed
netian Party’s William of Orange.
in the U.S. Capitol.
Hamilton’s argument for the existence of a
Federal Constitution is fairly summarized in
rency as the proposed instrument of a credit system,
effect as follows.
and the man who became the virtual author of our republic.
The Setting of Hamilton’s Principle
The victory of the United States over the British
The second principal consideration, is that the immediate authority for the credit policy of our U.S. Fedimperial tyrant, was accomplished with the aid of the
eral Constitution, as opposed to a monetary policy,
leading nations of continental Europe at that time.
came into being through Hamilton’s initiative on this
France was the leader in providing this assistance. The
account, an initiative which served as the cornerstone
kingdom of Spain then joined France in the role as an
for crafting the entirety of the design of our original
ally of our United States. In addition, powerful forces,
Federal Constitution.
headed by the role of Russia’s Catherine the Great in
Today, Hamilton’s role in the crafting of that Conthe League of Armed Neutrality, together with the
stitution has become a rarely known story; yet, as a
conscience of many in the British Isles, all joined in
matter of practice, it is of cardinal importance for any
aid of the cause of our struggle for liberty, which was
U.S. citizen today, or, therefore, for any person intelseen by them as their cause for freedom from the
lectually competent to hold Federal office still today.
rapine inherent in the outcome of that Seven Years
Unfortunately, few elected officials of our republic have
War which had been unleashed through the schemes
competent knowledge of this central feature of princiwhich that New Venetian Party of England, and the
ple in the design of our constitutional republic. ThereNetherlands, had already ensconced in England during
10
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the reign of William of Orange.
However, from the time of the role of the British
East India Company’s Lord Shelburne in the launching
of the British Foreign Office, from 1782 onwards, Britain was enabled to replay the kind of role in Europe
which history witnessed in the run-up to the French
Revolution and those Napoleonic wars which were orchestrated as an echo of the model of the British East
India Company’s orchestration of the so-called “Seven
Years War” of 1756-1763.
Once Napoleon had been chastised with the defeat
of his attempted invasion of Egypt and the Levant, Napoleon changed wives, dumping the Josephine associated with the pro-Ottoman alliance against the
Habsburgs, and was given a Habsburg princess as a
wife instead. Napoleon, thus married to a new fate, then
led the wars throughout Europe, which wrecked France
and continental Europe, all done to the not exactly
kindly intentions of that British monarchy and Prince
Metternich who created the infamous peace which imperial London and Metternich imposed at Vienna upon
a defeated set of the nations of Europe. As former Chancellor Bismarck had foreseen on the verge of World
War I, that war, would be, as Napoleon’s rape of continental Europe had been, “a new Seven Years War.”
Do not ridicule the French on account of King Louis
XVI’s, and the Emperor Joseph II’s foolish reactions to
the British Foreign Office-orchestrated affair of “the
Queen’s Necklace.” We of the United States, sometimes
repeated exactly the same mistake which most of
Europe had made in the so-called “Seven Years War” of
1756-63, and France in the Napoleonic wars. We did so
in the regrettable Polk’s own Mexican war, and in our
own lunatic plunge into a virtual decade of useless,
bleeding war in Indo-China, following that assassination of President John F. Kennedy which prepared the
way for the U.S. entry into the prolonged Indo-China
war against which both President Kennedy and General
Douglas MacArthur had warned.
The Soviet Union made the same mistake in its
sucker’s move into Afghanistan, which became the
downfall of the Soviet system, and we have made the
same mistake, again and again, as under the corrupt influence of Britain’s perennially lying Prime Minister
Tony Blair in the 2003 launching of an Iraq War which
has not really ended yet, but is merely on the road to a
new war of British concoction, the war through which
the United States would follow the former Soviet
Union’s precedent, by defending the British opium trafJanuary 28, 2011
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fickers in Afghanistan, with the prospect of a new regional war yet to be set off, with British instigation, and
the Obama Administration’s convoluted consent,
against Iran.
So, the British empire uses such puppets as former
Prime Minister Tony Blair’s nasty, current favorite, the
narcissistic and vicious President Barack Obama!
From the time of the fall of France into the Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars, our United States’ very
continued existence remained in peril until the surrogate victory over the British enemy led by President
Lincoln and both the Lincoln Administration’s end of
the British system of slavery and the launching of our
United States to its greatest accomplishments on a
world scale. Under President Lincoln and his legacy,
our United States emerged as the greatest, virtually
continental nation which the world had seen since the
qualified precedent of the work of Charlemagne in the
development of the continent of Europe for as long as
he had lived.
So, there we were, when the decline of France over
the interval 1782-1789, brought us from a state of cautious triumph as a republic, into the time of the peril
which the French Revolution expressed. Our former
hero, Thomas Jefferson, went essentially mad, during
this time, as did other leaders who, like Jefferson, returned to their senses during the times of President
Monroe’s and John Quincy Adams’ leadership of our
republic. It was in this process of that interval, 17821789, that the genius of our great republic had showed
itself, a genius expressed by the creative insight of Alexander Hamilton in his own time, an insight which led
into the principle used for the creation of our Federal
Constitution.

Hamilton’s Principle as Such
The once-victorious states of the United States, once
the victory over the British had been secured, had found
themselves buried in a war-debt incurred by the respective former colonies. Hamilton’s genius saved the
United States, as the same principle, expressed by the
re-enacted Glass-Steagall law of 1933, would save our
United States, again, today—if we acted to force
through that reform, whatever that requires, immediately, now.
By creating a Federal Constitution, one designed
under the great guiding, inviolable principle of the present Federal Constitution’s general welfare clause, all of
those elected officials who oppose that constitutional
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principle affirmed as the Preamble of that Constitution,
are morally obliged either to change their opinion, or
leave office out of a desire not to pollute our government with their unwholesome, misguided opinions.
Hamilton’s turning our United States to national
banking under a credit system, rather than a European
type of monetarist system, provided the solution, a
unique solution which sometimes influenced both European and some American states, in particular, but
which rose to a more outstanding degree of durable
quality than other leading nations to the present date.
On that account, since 1776, the British empire has
sought to subvert and destroy us, from that time to the
present day of the anglophile corruption expressed by
such putative protégés of the most regrettable, lying,
former Prime Minister Tony Blair as President Barack
Obama.
That principle of a credit-system, emphasized by
Hamilton, rather than a typically European monetarist
system, is the credit principle, a principle directly counterposed to the monetarist principle which was established as that principle of usury of the Roman Empire
which is continued by the present British empire, and
tolerated, still, among most of the nations of Europe
and elsewhere, still today.
That principle is also a moral principle, enshrined
against that principle of monetarist usury which has

Hamilton’s Credit System
Here are excerpts from Alexander Hamilton’s letter
to Robert Morris of April 30, 1781, while the Revolutionary War was still ongoing, the public till was
empty, and a national government essentially did not
exist. He proposes a national bank and the convening
of what later would become the Constitutional Convention. Emphasis is in the original.
. . .To surmount [obstacles to securing domestic
loans to the government], and give individuals ability and inclination to lend, a plan might be devised
which, by incorporating their means together, and
uniting them with those of the public, will, on the
foundation of that incorporation and union, erect a
mass of credit that will supply the defect of mon12
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been employed to wreck our republic, as has been especially notable since President Nixon’s implicitly treasonous, great criminality of August 1971.
The principle is elementary. It is the principle of the
Pine Tree Shilling of the original Massachusetts Bay
Colony. Honest debt to the future can be paid only
through honest creation of future physical and equivalent wealth, including the development of the relevant
creative powers of the individual citizen and also the
children and adolescents of those families.
Such debts of a credit-system must be paid by the
fruitfulness of future production, as this principle was
already understood by the Winthrops and Mathers of
the original Massachusetts colony. Such debts require
that the government delimits such accumulations of
debt to the efficient commitment to promote that production. Such debt can be lawfully incurred only by a
decision premised on a reasonable expectation of the
relevant creation of the increased physical wealth, and
of the increased physical productivity of the nation.
Debts incurred on the account of financial speculation
are not legitimate debts of a government.
This describes, in rather plain language, Alexander
Hamilton’s great principle as embedded in the subsuming intent of the Preamble of our Federal Constitution.
Debts are good, when they are designed to be made
good, as by a credit system based on a commitment to
eyed capital, and answer all the purposes of cash. A
plan which will not only advance the interest of the
lenders, secure the independence of their country,
and in its progress have the most beneficial influence upon its future commerce, but be a source of
national strength and wealth. I mean the institution
of a national bank. . . .
Industry is increased, commodities are multiplied,
agriculture and manufactures flourish, and herein
consist the true wealth and prosperity of a state. . . .
’Tis in a national bank alone that we can find the
ingredients to constitute a wholesome, solid, and
beneficial paper credit. . . .
It has ever been my opinion, that congress ought
to have complete sovereignty in all but the mere municipal law of each state, and I wish to see a convention of all the states, with full power to alter and
amend, finally and irrevocably, the present futile and
senseless confederation. . . .
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increase the creation of net wealth per capita, and per
square kilometer of the territory of a nation. The famous
Saugus Iron Works typifies the genius of successes
which horrified the more backward, and often useless
souls reigning jealously over England at that time.
In practice, the success of the United States’ economy has always lain, chiefly, in the production of those
public works through which the increase of the physical
productivity of the nation is effected, as it is measurable
per capita and per square kilometer of territory. No true
republic was ever a mere collection of parts; but is the
summoning of diversity to the effect of an intended
greater and better unity.
Principal incidences of violations of that principle
are notable for the case of the corrupt “environmentalist” policies of the Confederacy-inspired President
Theodore Roosevelt, the trained nephew of a Confederate spy, James Bulloch, who had worked for Britain
from London. There is the kindred corruption of flagrant Ku Klux Klan backer and U.S. President Woodrow Wilson. There are kindred evidences against the
similarly perverse views of Presidents Calvin Coolidge,
Herbert Hoover, Harry S Truman, Richard M. Nixon,
and Presidents George H.W. Bush, Vice-President Al
Gore, and Presidents George W. Bush, Jr., and the virtually would-be “Emperor Nero” of his time, Barack
Obama.
The entirety of the Federal Constitution rested upon
that single conception which echoed the precedents set
by such as the Winthrops and Mathers of the Seventeenth-century Massachusetts Bay Colony, under the
Pine Tree Shilling, as revived to be part of our Federal
Constitution through the influence of Cotton Mather’s
young protégé Benjamin Franklin and Franklin protégé
Alexander Hamilton. Call it the legacy of President
Franklin Roosevelt, who was the fully witting descendant of Alexander Hamilton’s ally, Isaac Roosevelt,
who had been the founder of the Bank of New York established in opposition to the Manhattan Bank of the
traitor and British agent of Lord Shelburne’s Foreign
Office lackey Jeremy Bentham, the de facto traitor, assassin, and former U.S. Vice-President Aaron Burr.

The Remedy, Our Recovery
If we simply cancel the mistakenly presumed obligation to pay the worthless debt represented by the operations led by former J.P. Morgan agent and later
Chairman of the Federal Reserve System, Alan Greenspan, and Greenspan’s muddled follower, Ben Bernanke,
January 28, 2011
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at the Fed today, we will be doing nothing different respecting principle of practice than President Franklin
Roosevelt did in the 1933 promotion of that original
Glass-Steagall law which saved the United States from
Hell at that time, and which also served as the beacon of
our national financial and related economic stability
until the swindle of the Alan Greenspan-steered repeal
of Glass-Steagall in 1999.
That simple action of a Glass-Steagall revival now,
will save the United States; any failure to resume that
1933 legislation will doom the United States to a very
early general destruction. Those who choose one or the
other option, earn the praise or hatred of the present
citizens and their families of the United States accordingly.
The debts known by such names as Alan Green
span’s concoction of “financial derivatives” are nothing
different than “gambling debts.” They are to be treated
as such. The assumption of such forms of debt is contrary, pure and simple, to the clear intention of the Preamble of the Federal Constitution.
Freeing the United States’ government of the grip of
those essentially fictitious financial obligations to Wall
Street, London, et al., immediately frees our Republic
of that burden. The urgently needed recovery of the U.S.
economy can, then, begin an initially slow and cautious,
but accelerating rate of physical economic recovery to
health and wealth, and to the halting of presently accelerating, global entry into hyperinflation, all done from
the moment the implementation of the original, 1933
Glass-Steagall law is put into operation.
That return to the 1933 Glass-Steagall law, is the
single decision on which even the mere continued existence of these United States now depends, on which
your own personal existence now depends, in fact. Any
member of the legislature who has any different immediate intention, is being worse than a useless waste of
time, and should, perhaps, either reform, or turn himself, or herself in, for a more appropriate opportunity in
employment.

II. Glass-Steagall’s Effects
The virtually instantaneous effect of the re-enactment of the original 1933 Glass-Steagall Act, is to
rescue the Federal states of the United States from a
presently accelerating slide down the chutes into otherwise virtually inevitable social-economic Hell. The
Feature
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“bail-out” of Wall Street and London
ends, thus, with the restoration of the essential functions of the governments of
the Federal states. We shall not sacrifice
the citizens of our states on the altar of a
Wall Street, or London’s Baal, as President Barack Obama has done even far
worse, thus far, than the wretched President George W. Bush. Jr. before him.
The ability to sustain the needed full
measure of a recovery of each among the
states, depends, in large part, on the
“multiplier” effect of increasing the
amount of Federally promoted employment-incomes within the economy of
each of the states. Every person so employed, spends the income so promoted
in expanding the market within the state’s President Roosevelt, Texas Gov. James Allred, and newly elected Rep. Lyndon B.
economy, and in the freeing of our nation Johnson, in Galveston, Tex., May 12, 1937. In 1966, journalist Gordon Eliot
wrote of President Johnson’s interest in NAWAPA, in the Austin, Tex.,
of the direct and other, actually enor- White
American Statesman: “. . . there are some signs that NAWAPA—or something like
mous costs of the breakdown of state and it—may be edging closer to serious study. President Johnson met Ralph Parsons
local society under the wrongful, post- at a businessmen’s luncheon at the White House and has asked him back to
August 2007  policies of Presidents discuss the project. The President likes Texas-sized plans, and it is clearly
George W. Bush, Jr., and Barack Obama, possible that he could recast NAWAPA as an administration project if and when
the Viet Nam war is settled.”
thus far.
While all that is necessary must be
Whereas, the brilliantly successful launching of the
done, it not sufficient to repair the ability to sustain the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) serves as a model of
benefits which must be returned to the Federal states.
reference for the needed increase of the well-being
The productivity of each of the states now depends desperately upon a combination of Federal assistance and
within and among the Federal states, we had, prior to
the general increase of the productivity within each and
and during the 1964-1975  U.S. warfare in Southeast
all of the states. The ruin of the states by the PresidenAsia, the avowed 1964  intention, under President
cies of George W. Bush, Jr., and Barack Obama repreLyndon Johnson then, to follow the intended conclusents a degree of incompetence by those Presidents
sion of that war with the launching of what was known
which is tantamount to treason in its effects. For the
as NAWAPA, which would have solved all of the major,
broader purpose, we require large-scale, long-term, scilong-term power and water problems of not only the
ence-driven and related investments in major public
western states of the U.S.A., Mexico, and Canada, but
works of long-term development, works which raise
which would also have saved those territories from the
the level of capital intensity and higher energy-fluxawful depletion and destruction of those and associated
densities of applied sources of power across all of the
regions of North America as a whole.
states of the Union.
President Johnson is not to be blamed over-much
You need cuts? Cut the “bail out”! How? Simple!
for his conceding to the pressures for the folly of IndoRestore the original Glass-Steagall of President FrankChina warfare against former U.S. ally Ho Chi Minh.
lin Roosevelt. Otherwise, our President is behaving as a
Those policies which misled the United States into
traitor, a mentally ill person, or, a lunatic, in effect. The
its Indo-China war, had been launched by the British
remedies for our distress exist in relevant changes in
empire, in a moment of opportunity, following the death
policy which begin with scrapping virtually everything
of President Franklin Roosevelt. The British Foreign
done by both the Bush and Obama administrations
Office released the Japan soldiers then being held as
since the end of August 2007.
prisoners of war, to resume their arms and to occupy
14
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Indo-China until the time the British empire would
bring French occupation forces back to take over the
former colony.
At the bottom of this business in Southeast Asia, the
responsibility of the atrocity of sending our forces to
die in the 1960s and early 1970s Indo-China war, lies
with the role of those who composed, or merely supported the notorious “Warren Commission” which celebrated its British triumph over the assassination of
President Kennedy. This deed was done in a way which
must be marked down in history as the treasonous development which brought our republic into a state of
ruin through a war which only the assassination of President Kennedy had made possible.
President Johnson was plainly terrified by the implications of the Warren Commission “cover-up.”

Our Future: NAWAPA
This entirely feasible NAWAPA project will, among
its numerous excellent effects, not only restore the
presently endangered and increasingly wasted, western states of the United States, but it will become the
precedent for the remedying of the desertification and
kindred waste-land effects of entire regions of the continents of Eurasia, Africa, and South and Central America. NAWAPA, for example, is fully designed in all its
general features, to serve as a model for other great
projects in Africa such as the Transaqua restoration of
the region of Lake Chad, and for the realization of certain developments of Siberia which are of strategically
crucial importance for the future of large and other nations to the south of Russia, including China and
India.
Essentially, this prospect means that we are becoming the real United States, once more, as Franklin Roosevelt had intended for a planetary group of respectively
sovereign nations sharing a great common interest,
once the so-called “Second World War” had been
brought to its necessary close.
Of this, there is much more to be said on this occasion.
To realize the implementation of a great project such
as NAWAPA, beginning now, compels us to put the
Northeast region of our United States, also, back into
full production, as much as the directly relevant western part of the North American continent. The former
automobile-industrial and related regions of the Northeast and central states of the United States must build
the systems needed to supply the great NAWAPA proJanuary 28, 2011
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gram with a great part of its own efforts. The skilled,
but now unemployed machine-tool operatives, and
others, who have been lately cast into the ruins of once
great, productive states of the United States, must return
to duty, to build the modern forms of rail, magneticlevitation and other systems, needed in the eastern states
of our region, to fulfill the great hunger of the NAWAPA
and associated projects. That will be sufficient not
merely to restore our national economy; we must launch
leaps in progress of a type not seen since the death of
President John F. Kennedy’s inspiration. NAWAPA
provides us the largest chunk of the policy needed to do
just that.
It is fairly estimated, based on the original Parsons
estimate for the mid-1960s, that four millions jobs will
be created in rapid pace for NAWAPA itself. However,
the need to supply support for the installation of
NAWAPA will demand an additional two millions or
more new employment among such states as those from
New England to St. Louis, in such forms as new railway
systems, magnetic-levitation systems (especially for
carrying heavy loads up to as much as five thousand
feet), and the proliferation of productive employment
in industries generally, all as stimulated by the markets
created by NAWAPA.
This will also reverse the drying out, presently in an
advanced degree, of the watersheds of the Plains states
and other grievous such shortfalls, through the increase
of rainfall patterns across the continent, and will lead,
in other respects, to the conquest of desert regions generally, thus creating a more moderated climate, and an
increase of the territory available for habitation and employment.
A short-term perspective for six millions new industrial and related jobs is a fair minimal prospect for the
perspective based on NAWAPA. If we add return to an
earlier nuclear power policy, the increased number of
productive jobs caused by these measures, alone, would
be seven millions.
The urgently needed reform of our national economy, away from Wall Street and kindred, purely wasteful speculation, into forms of occupations less suited to
the higher apes, and more to the stimulated, creative
mental-powers of our productive citizens, is the only
presently available alternative to what would be, immediately, a plunge of the planet in its entirety into a global
dark age worse than that which Europe experienced, as
a result of Wall Street-like, Venetian speculation, back
during the latter part of Europe’s Fourteenth Century.
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III. TVA & NAWAPA: An American
Tradition
In certain crucial respects, the launching of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) under President Franklin
Roosevelt, typifies a principle which was reflected in the
Parsons firm’s perfected design for NAWAPA. It reverses the policy of economic waste and rot which that
nephew-of-a-British-spy, President Theodore Roosevelt, imposed upon the United States, a dirty duty done
by that Roosevelt’s dirty British trick of forbidding any
rational progress in the development of the U.S.A.’s
western lands beyond the twenty-inch rainfall line.
The most notable fact about this, is that Theodore
Roosevelt was expressing the same treasonous intention for the United States which is currently the official
policy of Britain’s frankly pro-genocidal World Wildlife Fund.
At that point, competent economic science intervenes in protest against such mass-homicidal nonsense
as that.
The fact of the matter is, that human existence on this
planet has depended upon drawing down a finite resource
of mineral and other deposits left behind by, chiefly,
forms of life from very long ago. As we deplete such
relics of former types of life, the relative physical cost of
employing that resource rises. This challenge, which is
inherent in the role of life generally, has a particular significance for the case of human life. This means, in general, that the effective energy-flux density of human
action, per capita and per square kilometer, must be increased, to more than offset the relative depletion of resources left behind by forms of life earlier. This means
that the concentration of power, per capita and per square
centimeter cross-sectional flow, must be increased constantly through scientific and related progress.
This requirement can be satisfied, in a general way,
only through increasing the relative energy-flux density
of the sources of heat-power being utilized. So, mankind had now reached the point in this process that national economies can not continue to be maintained
without increasing emphasis on nuclear-fission as a
standard resource for power of nations per-capita and
per square kilometer of territory. Indeed, we are presently entering the phase at which increasing reliance on
thermonuclear fusion must tend to predominate, as we
see such trends in China now, and, also in India.
In the meanwhile, we are now approaching the still16
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higher stage of cultures at which we must acquire and
employ still higher forms of the equivalent of “heatpower.” Reducing the size of the population is not a
solution; indeed, since the complexity of higher forms
of power requires an increased number of the educated
human population, there is no sane policy for mankind
but that of rising to successively higher levels of the
equivalent of energy-flux densities. Indeed, mankind is
now nearing the stage at which the role of mankind in
nearby Solar space will necessarily increase for scientific and other technological reasons.
I mention this here, because the implications of the
NAWAPA program include emphasis on mankind’s dependency, here, down on Earth itself, upon processes
which we presently know to be associated with functions which are located essentially within not only our
Solar System, but in effects on life on Earth which are
governed directly by long-term processes of our galaxy.
NAWAPA’s development brings us into many experimental matters which are of great significance, but
which are also located essentially beyond the range of
life on Earth as such.
We have entered a time, now, when, for science
today, human life is located functionally in such larger
terms of reference. The processes which confront us in
our achievements in the design of the NAWAPA project, will become the principal process of transition
toward mankind’s adaptation to relevant actions of
management of our planet’s nearby space.
For example, the development of NAWAPA brings
such nations sharing the polar region, as the United
States, Canada, and Russia into sharing a common destiny in the need to explore the implications of the Arctic
region to great advantage for the planet as a whole, that
in a way which has been barely scratched so far. Similarly, the exploration of this region brings us to place a
new degree of emphasis on the implications of cosmic
radiation as a crucial aspect of life on Earth, including
our own nation’s.
In short, with the advent of NAWAPA, we are going
far beyond the implications of the TVA into dealing at
close range with cosmic challenges to science and
economy beyond anything customarily considered in
the world up to this present time. The discovery of a
North America beyond Eurasia, has effects which share
the experience of the John Quincy Adams, one-time
Secretary of State, President, and senior member of
Congress, who played a leading role in defining our republic, from Atlantic to Pacific as a single continental
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Once NAWAPA were developed so,
no American child would ever dream of
less than such achievements as those of
mankind’s more notable entry upon the
stage of nearby Solar space.
Therefore, we share a great destiny so
placed before us; let us resolve that from
this advance in our human condition, we
of the United States shall never again retreat from a standard of progress and improvement of the general welfare, as our
nation had tended to do since the death of
President Franklin Roosevelt.
The first chapter of Genesis teaches
that man and woman are made equally in
the likeness of the Creator. Let it be so for
all of us now. Let us never retreat from
that devotion, from that image of the
nature and sanctity of the purpose of the
NASA/Tom Tschida
life of each human individual. Let it be
No American child, said LaRouche, should ever dream of less than such
now. We, as a nation, have a special disachievements of mankind’s exploration of space. Shown here are children
visiting the flight deck of NASA’s shuttle carrier.
pensation to make it so for all throughout
this world as a whole. Let us do the wonpower reaching across the Pacific toward our naturally
derful things we have been designed, as a species, to do.
destined partnership with Asia as also “Old Europe.”
Let the presently descending nightmare upon our republic, and also the world, be taken away from us now, taken
Today, the promotion of the development of those resources of Siberia needed for the development of such
away by the power of willful choice awarded to us, especially that which was intended, since the time of the
populous nations as China and India, when taken together with the natural partnership among sovereign
Massachusetts’ Winthrops and Mathers, as our destined
nation-states, across the Pacific among Russian Siberia
special contribution to the future cause of that community of sovereign nation-states known as humanity.
and the United States and Canada, defines the future
destiny of our United States to an increasingly large
degree. The tunnel through the Bering Strait into Russia,
Dialogue with LaRouche
from Alaska, becomes inevitable, and, on this account
the relations within Asia are changed in a related way.
Freeman: The first question comes from Ireland,
Together, we, China, Russia, and India, will be leaders among the nations rising from the Pacific partnerfrom one of the leaders of Sinn Féin, and he says, “Mr.
ship for such common missions as those of the developLaRouche, let me first preface my remarks, by expressment of the Moon.
ing both my personal gratitude, and the gratitude of the
We must define our national destiny as a commitentire Sinn Féin organization, both here in the North
ment to breed and educate the generations among these
[Northern Ireland], and also in the South [Republic of
nations which will find our cooperation in nearby spaceIreland], both to you and to Dr. Freeman, for not only
ventures, as not merely cooperative, but inevitable.
supporting us, as we’ve resisted the efforts of the British Empire to further enslave the Irish people, but also,
NAWAPA unleashed, will represent a development of
for your continued wise advice. And I hope that I may
such sheer power for development, that it will be the fulcrum that takes us, by inspiration, to the skies above. We
impose upon you once again.
must adopt this as nothing less than our natural destiny to
“As you know, we had hoped for the successful
be shared with our partners across the Pacific, and also
defeat of the insistence that the Inter-Alpha Group
among all of us here, and the future on the Moon.
banks be saved, at the expense of the Irish people in the
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Irish nation. And although that first
battle was temporarily lost, I’m
very confident that, in short order,
this current government will fall,
and the passage of that heinous capitulation rescinded. Yes, of that
we are most confident.
“But, my question to you is
this: Once that is done, what do we
do next? We are not the United
States: We have never had a sovereign banking system; we barely
have a sovereign republic, and we
really do need some guidance as to
how to proceed.”

Wither Ireland?

Creative Commons/Joe Higgins’ photostream

A leader of Ireland’s Sinn Féin party asks LaRouche, “What do we do next?” Shown is a
demonstration in April 2010 against the government bailout of Anglo Irish Bank. Sinn
Féin has led the fight against the bailout policy.

LaRouche: Well, as I think
you may have picked up, from my
reading this material, which I put
on the record for the obvious reason, in that way; now,
once we have assumed that we have gotten rid of this
British problem, because, as I said, it’s the British
Empire. We are dealing with, as people in Ireland, of
course, tend to understand: We are a product, or had
been, until more recently, we had been originally a
product of primarily the British Isles. We had been
people who had come to what became the United States,
from across the waters, generally from Europe. We
brought with us a European culture.
But we brought with us a mission given to us by
Nicholas of Cusa, the founder of modern science and
modern civilization, to go across the waters to get away
from what was going on in Europe; not to destroy
Europe, but to create an alternative, for European culture, and others, in seas across the ocean. This had been
Cusa’s destiny, which had been picked up, specifically
by Christopher Columbus.
And so, between us and Europe, while we have
people from other parts of the world, from Asia in particular, in increasing quantities inside the United States,
the same thing holds true. When people go from one
climate to another climate, they don’t change the nature
of being people, they change the way they adapt to the
climate. And this applies political climates as well.
Europe, to the present day, from the time of the
founding of the Roman Empire, has been dominated by
an empire. And as I indicated earlier today, the Roman
Empire, which finally got itself together on the Isle of
18
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Capri with this famous Octavian, who became known
as Augustus Caesar, or “Disgusting Caesar,” or whatever—that since that time, Europe has been dominated
by an imperial monetarist system, which was established, originally as a Mediterranean system, under the
Caesars.
Now, this empire went through crises, but the empire
persisted. The center of the empire shifted. Rome collapsed. Well what happened? Byzantium arose. Byzantium, about 1000 A.D., collapsed! But then, the Venetian power arose. In fact, what had happened is, with
the collapse of the Roman Empire, the Roman oligarchy, the aristocracy of Rome, had moved up to swamp
areas, which were more probably accommodating to
their nature. But, they moved up there in the area which
we call Venice, today, because, being up there, with
their wealth and treasures taken with them, they presumed they would be reasonably secure, hidden and
protected by swamps, from people coming to steal their
precious treasures.
So, they became a financial power. They were a
power, partly, inside the Byzantine system up there.
When they got a new status, they suddenly established
themselves with greater authority. And when Byzantium began to disintegrate, Venice made itself independent, and Venice used its own control over the monetarist system of the Mediterranean and beyond, to dominate
Europe as an empire.
That collapsed in the New Dark Age of the 14th
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Century. Out of that came a great struggle. You had a
Renaissance, led by Cusa and people like that; but then
we had a long period of religious war, from 1492 to
1648, in which Europe largely destroyed itself. And
during this period, elements of the European Renaissance, the 15th-Century Renaissance, moved across the
water, according Cusa’s prescription, and they arrived
in significant numbers in North America.
Now, the southern part, in South America didn’t
work out too well, because the Habsburgs were controlling that part of the world; and the British system was,
also. But we, in North America, as Europeans of that
time, had a European cultural basis: Our language, our
literature, our music and so forth, were all essentially
European. But, when we crossed the water, and we hit
freedom on the other shore, we began to behave differently, and the Massachusetts Bay Colony was the center
and origin of this process.
So since that time, we have always had a transPacific orientation. We believed that we must move and
establish this entire continent, the North American continent, as a continent divided between the Canadian
border and the Mexican border—that’s been our policy
all along. And our intention was to cross the Pacific, to
establish cooperative relations with people on the other
side of the Pacific. And so it goes.
But in this process of change, as we have a greater
part of the Pacific-oriented, Asian population in the
United States, the same principle remains, too: We are a
people who have our culture. We distinguish the political characteristics of our Constitutional system from
the European systems, which have an inferior political
culture, because they are the slaves, in a sense, of an
empire. Which is today, the British Empire, and it is a
British Empire! It’s not an empire, as most children
think. It’s an empire of a monetary system. And whoever controls the monetary system, and is able to determine the relative monetary values, thus rules an
empire!
You see what’s happening now: The Inter-Alpha
Group, which is a bankrupt organization—it’s the British Empire—is a totally bankrupt institution, as—you
know, Brazil is about to go down the toilet! If it’s lucky.
It may go directly to the warmer place. But the point is,
the whole system is coming down.
Now, therefore, looking at Ireland: What’s the prospect for Ireland? Well, I’ve made a reference in these
remarks to—Constitutional kinds of remarks—to the
role of England; what would England do without the
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empire? Suppose we take every stinking bank in England, and we wipe it out? Or it wipes itself out? Which
it’s pretty well on the road to doing. What do we do with
the English people? What do we do with the Scots?
What do you do with the Welsh? What do you do with
the Irish? Well now, in charge of the United Kingdom,
we can deal with that. If every bank in England goes
bankrupt, that’s not a tragedy, that’s a triumph! But do
we throw the British people into the sewer? Or, do we
do something else? Why don’t we just give them a commercial banking system, like our own commercial
banking system, and they can do just fine? They’ll do
better.
Now, what’s going to happen, presuming we get
through this crisis, is, the world’s going to change. One
thing that must happen, out of this process, the British
Empire, as I’ve defined it here, and on other occasions,
must be eliminated!
Now, the problem with the British Empire, like all
empires, is, empires have always, in the known history
of mankind and civilizations and nations as such—this
goes back to the melting of the great glaciation, and this
went on. The glaciers melted, the waters of the oceans
rose 400 feet. Now, you could get in through the Strait
of Gibraltar into the Mediterranean; at a later point, you
had a freshwater lake, which was a glacial melting lake,
we call the Black Sea, today. It was on a lower level,
and one day, the salt water of the Mediterranean broke
through the Dardanelles, and put a layer of saltwater on
top of the Black Sea. So, the seas rose by about 400 feet
on the mean.
Now, with the melting of the glaciers, the life of
mankind on the planet changed. What had been the
maritime areas, were the leading areas of civilization in
this period. And so, in this process, as the Mediterranean waters rose, and the other waters rose, we had a
change; people moved inland, away from the great glaciated areas. The character of the civilization of mankind changed, with this change. And so, what happened
is, you had a two-class system come out of this: One
was the ruling class, they were called “the gods.” As in
the Greek legends, they’re called “the gods.” Why? Because they called themselves gods, and the others were
the slaves.
So the function, the history has been, which is the
British Empire today, Prince Philip for example, with
his World Wildlife Fund, still expresses this policy: that
you must keep the mass of people down. Now, in order
to keep the population reduced, you’ve got to lower
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technology, you’ve got to stupefy the people, you’ve
got to limit the number of them. That’s called environmentalism. It’s evil! It’s hatred of human beings, of
saying, “We, the rich and powerful, we run the planet,
and we’ve got to keep the numbers of these people
down. We keep their numbers down, and we keep them
stupid! We don’t let them have nuclear power, we tell
them to have wind power.”

Britain Delenda Est!
So, now, we’re coming into a period, where presumably, coming out of this great crisis, in which the British
Empire will be destroyed, what do we do with the
planet? Well, we have ideas in China, which are very
good ideas. You don’t have to get into all the details
about whether you like it, or not, that’s not the point.
But, China’s on the way up. China is going into nuclear,
and thermonuclear power; it’s going into space, and so
forth. India has a similar movement, with some different characteristics.
You have other parts of the world: You have Africa,
a whole continent which has been abused and destroyed!
What are we going to do with this world, now that we’ve
ended oligarchism? Now we’re going to have to get
back to work! What’s the problem in India? Well, the
Indian labor force is half as productive as the Chinese
labor force. Why? Because of a long history of their
social system—terrible poverty! They don’t have skills.
It’s not that they can’t produce, they just don’t have the
skills.
So therefore, our job is going to be, to take areas of
the world, which are underdeveloped, where people are
underdeveloped, as in the continent of Africa, and elsewhere, as in the struggles in Asia, to better things. We’re
going to have to organize, to bring mankind to a higher
level of physical productivity, and standard of culture.
Well, what do we do then? Now, put Ireland, Eire, in
this situation, hmm? What are we talking about? Well,
the Irish and the Americans tend to get along pretty
well. We have a lot of Irish in the United States, Irish
ancestry; I’ve got a bit myself, you know. A lot of people
have Irish in them, especially in the Americas.
So, what we’re going to do, is essentially, our job is
to look at areas where nations and people of those nations have the ability to participate in a cooperative
venture for improvement of the conditions of life, of the
planet as a whole. Now, Ireland has no problem with
that. And I have some Scottish ancestors, too; they
would have a problem, but that’s all right.
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So therefore, what we need is, to set up, essentially,
what the United States was intended to be, was to get
out from under these slave systems, in which we divided people into the over-class and the under-class!
Now, we’ve got to develop humanity, and there’s no
other way you can develop this planet, and life on this
planet. So now we’re going to have a division of labor,
that every part of the world where we can find people
who are qualified to do work of a certain skill level, and
it’s the appropriate kind of work for them, it’s our interest to have an international system of the type that Hamilton projected for the United States, in national banking.
What we’re going to do, is, take a mercantile type of
banking, which is the proper type of banking for any
self-respecting nation; we’re going to organize the mercantile banking system, as under the protection and facilitation of a national banking system for any country.
In other words, we don’t have these outside imperial
banks, these monetarist banks, we have credit-systembased banks, which the United States is designed to
be.
So, we’re going to have to do that now, in the United
States. We’re going to have to reestablish the Third National Bank of the United States, to get out of this mess
we’re in now! Other nations will want to do the same
kind of thing, as having a national authority, which represents the private interests, generally, with government
cooperation, of what we call a commercial banking
system. It’s going to be a credit system, as well as a
commercial banking system.
So now, what are we going to do? We’re going to put
out the work, to those who are able to take it on. And,
you know, Scotland will probably split from England,
on the basis of this crisis. So, now you’ll have three nations up there—I don’t know what the Welsh will do,
but there will be a little different arrangement, up there,
in that vicinity of the world, than there is today.

Sovereign Credit Systems
And so, I think, if Ireland can be constituted as a secured republic, one which is not being abused in some
way, then Ireland has a skilled population and a culture
which can obviously produce things. And therefore, the
answer is, to create that system of international cooperation, which is what Roosevelt had intended for the
United Nations, which we never got, because he died,
and other people had a different idea. So, our view
should be, the United Nations—not the way they’re
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trying to do it now, but simply the idea that sovereign
nations on this planet have to have a credit system, because development involves several successive generations.
Anything we’re going to do in this century, on a rational basis is going to take the better part of a century.
We’re talking about three, four generations of people.
So, that this four-generation interval is going to be involved in investments, which have maturities of 30, 50,
100 years! Look at even the changes in the 20th Century: Take the beginning of the 20th Century: flight by
aircraft! Think of all the other technological changes,
which occurred in the span of a century, in a very badbehaving century!
Now, we need the ability for long-term credit among
nations. We’re going to have to develop all of Asia!
That’s going to take more than a century! We’re going
to have to develop Asia with sovereign nation-states!
It’s going to require cooperation with the world as a
whole: We need a system, of the type that Roosevelt intended for the postwar period. We need a League of Nations! A real one! We need a United Nations, in that
form!
So therefore, if we have a United Nations, we’re
going to create an international system of credit, like a
fixed-exchange-rate system among nations. Because
nations are going to have to help each other, as in Asia—
you have up to a century of development, to reach the
level of true parity and security. You have credit that has
to be extended from one part of the world to the other,
so therefore, you have to have a stable, international
credit-system, of the type that Roosevelt envisaged.
This is coming now. We are either going to survive
this thing, this year, early this year—or we’re not! And
if we’re not going to survive it, you’re going to have
damned few people on this planet. So therefore, we
have to do it. We have to cut the mustard, now.
And what’s the situation for Ireland? It’s fine. Fine.
And especially what the Irish are doing now, in reasserting their long-fought desire for sovereignty, is perfect for it. So therefore, it will just have plenty of market
for what Ireland can do, as its products. But there has to
be a system, in which we can discuss exactly those
things, and make it work. There are opportunities everywhere.
And I’ve got some ambitions of going to the next
century beyond that—I won’t be around for it, but I still
can have the ambition for that. So, that’s the point. Obviously, we’re going to come out of this thing, with a
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struggle to establish what Roosevelt had intended by
his idea of what was a League of Nations: nations which
are perfectly sovereign, respectively, of their own national cultures, but are free of monetarism, which operate on the basis of national credit-systems. And the national credit-systems have to form, what Roosevelt
did!—a fixed-exchange-rate system among national
credit-systems.
We’re going to talk about up to a century of development, to change this planet, do the repair job on this
planet that imperialism has left. We’re going to do it
with sovereign nation-states, with promoting languagecultures, the existing sovereign language-cultures, and
so forth. And we already have enough experience to
know how to do that.
I see the prospects—well, the very fact that the Irish
are fighting is, you know, it’s their greatest asset. Sometimes it may be their greatest detriment, but in this case,
I think it’s their greatest asset. Because the ties to the
United States, the psychological ties of Ireland to the
United States are sufficient to be very useful for this
purpose. I see no great problem. I see a practical problem, but it’s a practical problem that we and Ireland
share together, as a common problem of nations around
the world, today.

It’s Not a Tunisia Crisis: It’s Global
Freeman: The next question comes from Russia,
from a longtime supporter of ours there, who operates
in various influential circles. And he says, “I know that
Mr. LaRouche is a sincere friend of the Russians, and
that he has been aware for a long time, of the hidden
story behind perestroika, and that he both saw, and understood, very early on, the disgusting essence of the
so-called reforms under Gorbachov and Yeltsin.
“While I have many background questions about
that, today, I really want to ask something which is on
the minds of people here, and I would imagine on the
minds of people all over the world: I would like to ask
about what is happening in Tunisia? Many people in
Russia are drawing parallels between those events and
what might very well occur in Russia and, perhaps,
other nations, soon. The current events in Tunisia, what
is being called their ‘Jasmine Revolution,’ in yet, another ‘colored revolution,’ in the series that has unfolded in the past Soviet era: My question is: Is it that?
Was it inspired from the West? Or is it a natural reaction
of the Tunisians, themselves, to the totality of events,
including, not only the dictatorship there, but more imFeature
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There is no “Tunisia problem,” LaRouche said. We have a
cultural problem, and it’s international: an anti-progress
culture, a greenie culture, which offers youth no future. Shown:
Solar power in Tunisia. Tunisia is planning 40 projects from
2010 to 2016 to increase solar energy use in the country.

portantly the economic crisis? Because there are reports
that the current unrest began after a sharp rise of prices
of basic necessities, and then, in response, the tightening of the screws by the former head of state who has
now fled. Obviously, in the midst of global hyperinflation, this is an extremely important question, and I’d
like to know your views on this?”
LaRouche: Well, let’s take a step back, first. Don’t
assume there’s such a thing as the Tunisian problem.
There is a disease in Tunisia, but the bacillus is everywhere.
Take another case. The case in the state of Arizona:
A young guy gets himself some weapons and kills some
people, and to me there’s nothing mysterious about this.
All I have to do, is look at our culture in the United
States, and look at it in terms of generations. Probably,
about one-third of the generation under 18, or under 20
perhaps, are a type which are like this young fellow,
who pulled off this atrocity in Tucson. We have Tucson
cases saturating about one-third, potentially, of the generation of that age-group!
So, you’re not looking at a “Tunisian problem.”
You’re looking at a cultural problem, which is throughout the world, and with varying expressions, in which a
younger generation is coming up, which is scarcely
human, in terms of its culture. This is not Tunisia, it’s in
every part of the world! And those parts of the world,
which are more oriented to what you find in the trans22
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Atlantic community, or the trans-Mediterranean community, are the worst.
It’s where people believe in the values of these two
generations, or we call them successive de-generations,
from the Boomer generation on down. And they are
successive de-generations, to a large degree. Young
people around the world, especially the trans-Atlantic
region, are much more demoralized than they are in
some other parts of the world. And you see this spreading into Japan, you see it spreading into other countries,
which once had a vigorous industrial-technological
progress orientation, and the section of the population
which still has that orientation is shrinking! And the
youngest generation is born into a generation where
they’re told that they’re in a green society! And those
young people who have been conditioned to believe in
a green society, are most demoralized, and demoralized
in the sense of a lack of real morality!
So, now, you take young people who have no sense
of the meaning of life: Look at what they believe! Look
at what their culture is! Look at their behavior! Would
you want them in your backyard? Like this kid? If you
take about one-third of the entire generation of that agegroup in the United States today, and we don’t know
what kind of monsters will come up in the next batch!
Because we are that.
See the tendency is, everybody likes to think of
people as being like monkeys or something: Each individual monkey has its own culture or something, its
own behavior. We’re influenced by the culture, we’re
influenced by the culture we’re part of. Societies always
have had generational characteristics of cultures. You
know, a family is what? Four generations; at least three
generations. And it’s the development of the culture,
the orientation of the culture. We have an anti-work culture! We have an anti-progress culture, we have a greeninfluenced culture! And a greenie is on the way to degeneracy! If you don’t believe, in developing—.

Mankind Creates His Own Culture
Let me just take one step back: Look, mankind, as I
said in this report, this statement—mankind’s nature is
different than that of the animal, absolutely different.
The animals have no voluntary capacity to develop a
culture. All animal species have a fixed potential population-density, or relatively fixed, depending upon their
circumstances. And they have a culture, an animal culture. But they don’t have a voluntary culture, like human
beings. They don’t have the voluntarily creative potenEIR
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tial that human beings do.
Now, the human being has expanded his population
greatly on this planet, relative to any other species. This
means that we are using raw materials. What are the
raw materials we use? The raw materials we use are
chiefly relics of living processes. We get iron because
living processes, which had a living chemistry with iron
in them, and these unicellular animals concentrated,
and when they died, they would deposit the iron in their
bodies. But they had gathered this iron. Many of them
had been gathered by oceans, where the creatures had
congregated in areas, in waters. And they died, as unicellular animals, or plants, and they concentrated certain minerals in certain places.
We come along, as human beings: We find an area
like the Mesabi Range, in the United States; there’s a lot
of iron there. Why is it there? Because dead animals left
their bodies there. Now, what do we do? We go out and
we extract the richest concentration of iron. We go
where the iron ore is the richest; we ignore the others, at
first. Then we find that we’re using up the richest iron
ore concentrations, so we have to use poorer iron ore.
Now, this requires more technology, it requires more
development of power, more utilization of energy-flux
density, as power.
So therefore, for mankind to live, mankind becomes
more complex, more interdependent, interactive skills.
Man develops a culture. But man is above all voluntary! Man invents discoveries of principle, on which
mankind is able to live as man.
So therefore, what happens, if you go to a “green”
society, a green society, in effect, or to a fixed society,
which is called the “oligarchical model”? In ancient society, where you keep the masses of the people stupid,
give them limited skills, do not allow them to know
these things; do not allow themselves to be educated, to
develop; you keep them as cheap labor: The oligarchical principle! Control the size of the population for the
comfort of the ruling class. That’s where this problem
comes from.
So, now what we’ve done, under the influence of
Teddy Roosevelt, and others, British types—we have
decided to go against power. Now, the only way the
human race can survive, against resources, is to increase
the energy flux-density of the technology used! That
means, tear down every damned windmill and destroy
every solar collector in the United States! Because,
these technologies are low energy-flux-density technologies! They’re wasteful! And if you want to maintain
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that technology, you must reduce the population of the
human race: You must commit genocide! Like the World
Wildlife Fund does. Genocide! Mass murder! Depravity!
Do these young people, like this poor fruitcake
[Jared Loughner]: Do they have a sense of themselves,
of moving upward, of learning skills, of developing
technology? Do they have a sense of a mission in life?
Of improving the power of the human race to exist, to
sustain itself and care for itself? They don’t! So, what
do you expect?!
Look at the case of Tunisia: In this location, what
was the problem? A decline in culture! Imposed by
what? By prevailing policies, social policies, and economic policies! So wherever we see windmills, whether
in the mouths of politicians or not, wherever we see
these kinds of green policies, we’re seeing the destruction of civilization! And the destruction of civilization
means, that you want to reduce the amount of population, you want to reduce their role, their technology, in
this development. Reduce their sense of a purpose in
life as a human being!
Now, is that happening all over the world? Of course,
it’s happening all over the world! And that’s why the
British and Obama hate China. China is violating the
rule. China is insisting on maintaining a stable economy; they’re doing it roughshod, which is not difficult
to understand; but they’re developing their society. And
the British hate that!
The United States is hated by the British, especially
because we speak English, because we know how to
hate each other! Their society, you know, the typical
British citizen, from what I see on the screen, is wider
than they are tall. It’s a cultural thing, it’s not biological,
it’s cultural. It’s a population which has lost its sense of
purpose in life. It’s just living out, and trying to vegetate, shall we say.
And that’s what our problem is. Our problem is not
Tunis. The problem is global. And the problem is the
British, the British Empire. The British Empire is dying.
Let it die, in its present form. We can take it. We can
take the “poor sods,” as they call them, of England and
so forth, we can take the poor sods, and retool them.
We’ll do a better, kinder thing for them than they will
do for themselves. That is, to get them back to an American standard of outlook, or what used to be an American standard of outlook: Is to simply say, “We’re going
to be a productive nation. We’re not going to be a parliament empire, we’re going to be a productive nation,
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which has a sense of dignity and purpose in life, because we’re doing something good for humanity, we’re
making things better!” Which is what the Americans
used to think.
And the problem is these young kids out there, like
this thing in Tucson: They’ve lost that! They’ve been
thrown into the garbage pail! Don’t blame them! They
were thrown into the garbage pail—by whom? Well, in
this case, they were thrown into the garbage pail by two
Presidents: George W. Bush, Jr. and Obama—and Al
Gore, to the extent he was able to do it.
We have been destroyed, we’ve been destroying our
young people, and this is happening throughout the
world. And this case in Tunisia, the story on this thing,
where the thing broke out: It broke out in an area which
had gone through the effects of a decline, a demoralizing decline and a collapse of what had been earlier, a
much more developed area.
And you see all over the place, all around the planet!
And what’s being done to Africa is typical of that, same
thing. So, these are the problems. There is no “Tunisian
problem.” There’s a disease, from London, which has
been spread from London into Tunis.

The Issue Is Imperial Geopolitics
Freeman: The next question comes from the leader
of the National Democratic Youth League and the Student Republic Movement in Ukraine. He says, “Mr. LaRouche, it is clear that an ever-greater number of countries are sliding into a new barbarism. And one of the
key symptoms, is the lower and lower level of competence of those who are running the governments.
“At the same time, the public, and even well-informed experts are essentially barred from having any
influence on important decisions. It seems that more
and more countries, either explicitly or implicitly are
going toward dictatorship, and in some cases, even
bloody dictatorship.
“Our question to you, is how can we carry out mobilization plans for economic development, while, at the
same time, preserving civil rights, and preventing repression in an atmosphere of fear? I suspect that this is
a question that relates not only to my own country, but
perhaps also to your own, and also to many others
across the globe.”
LaRouche: It’s the same thing. It’s the same thing.
Look, the prevalent culture, throughout this planet, for
more than 100 years, and including the United States, is
the same thing as the similar thing for us, in ancient
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times, of the slave system. I mean, how is it possible,
that in this republic, you could have the buildup of an
organization, in the so-called Southern States, and
beyond, actually, of this kind of racism? Absolutely
brutal kind thing? We are living in a brutalized society.
Look, I want to put a particular label on this: Go
back to 1875. In 1875, the United States had emerged
from a struggle against slavery, and out of a Civil War,
and had made a revolution such as typified by the Transcontinental Railway system, by the great industries
which surged and were celebrated in 1876, in Philadelphia; 1877, the people from Russia, and China, and
elsewhere around the world, came to the United States,
to seek, “What is this miracle?”
We had created a trans-American railway system, a
transcontinental system. That, together with the industry development which went with that, had transformed
the United States, in such a way, that we, in the United
States had created a situation, where maritime power
could no longer dominate the world! Because it was
cheaper to use transcontinental railway systems to
transport goods for trade, than it was water systems,
maritime systems!
The British called this, a geopolitical crisis! Because suddenly the empire, which had been a maritime
empire, was no longer assured of the ability to control
the planet! Because no longer were long voyages on
ships the efficient way to deliver goods back and forth
in the process of international production. The British
went to war, and we’ve been in a war since 1890, from
the time the British Empire, the British monarchy, fired
the Chancellor of Germany, Bismarck. The issue was
geopolitics! Which is going to dominate the world
economy: Is it going to be land transport, or ocean
transport? Because if it’s not ocean transport, then the
maritime system, which is what the British Empire was,
could no longer control the planet.
Since that time, since 1875-1890, the British Empire
has organized warfare, destructive warfare, throughout
this planet, with two purposes: One, is to set major nations against one another, so no one nation or group of
nations could be independent of the British Empire, to
preserve the British Empire. And all of these wars that
we’ve been fighting, including now, right now, in Afghanistan, is a continuation of what actually occurred
as a product of the firing of Bismarck in 1890.
All the wars we’ve fought—World War I, the declaration of war against Russia and China by Japan and
Britain; the declaration of war against the United States,
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the agreement on a war against
many. The British put Hitler
the United States by Britain
into power, and the Wall Street
and Japan, including the attack
crowd was part of it.
on Pearl Harbor in the 1920s. It
This is the same thing! The
took place in 1941, but the
same geopolitics! The same
policy, the alliance was made
issue that we’re fighting today.
for the attack on Pearl Harbor
It’s the same idea of the oligarchical principle. The same
in the early 1920s. Why? Geopolitics! What was the British
damned thing. That’s what
policy? British policy is: The
we’re fighting against. You’ve
naval power, the maritime
got a bunch of nations in
power of the United States,
Europe and elsewhere in the
must be destroyed. Not elimiworld, who think they undernated, but destroyed. And so,
stand what good is. They don’t.
Japan was enlisted and develThey have these illusions. And
oped under British direction to
so, we have to look at things in
become the naval power to take
that way.
out the Pearl Harbor base. That
We’re in a social crisis, yes.
was in the early 1920s, about
We’re in an economic crisis.
the time I was born. That’s
What I had to put on the record
what the problem is.
today, was that policy, because
Brooklyn Times/S.S. Byck, 1933
So now, you have a marithat’s where we are. That’s an
Congress was “on a retreat” from the
time system, which comes out When
American policy. It was alDepression in 1933, Roosevelt’s President Roosevelt
ready the intention of our Conof the same maritime system of called a special session of Congress, saying that
stitution, the real Constitution.
the Mediterranean we associ- unemployment could only be solved “by direct
ate with the Roman Empire, recruiting by the Government itself.” For the next
The meaning of our existence.
which has continued to domi- three months, Roosevelt proposed, and Congress
The meaning of the Mayflower
passed, Glass-Steagall and other key bills to deal
nate this planet up to this time. with the crisis; this session became known as the
landing and development. The
The United States, by being a Hundred Days.
meaning of everything good
United States, became the
that’s been done by us, or anything good, done by any other part of the world. We just
major obstacle to the realization of a permanent Roman
happen to have an advantage, because we took the better
Empire upon this planet. When the United States, by
part of a continent, developed as a force of power for
victory over the Confederacy, which was a British
this cause, as opposed to Europe which was saturated
puppet. They killed Lincoln, and they set into motion a
with this crap.
plan to destroy the United States. And the plan was set
That’s what the answer is. That’s the thought that
into motion, was organized against Bismarck. Because
you have to keep in mind.
Bismarck was building the international anti-maritime
system.
Glass-Steagall Will Rescue the States
So that’s what the problem has been. So we’re dealFreeman: As you know, Lyn, the Congressional
ing with an empire which says it cannot continue to be
Democrats were caucusing, on what they have very
an empire, unless it can destroy the United States. That’s
aptly referred to as a “retreat,” in Easton, Md. And the
why the British put Obama into the Presidency in the
first question comes from one of the retreaters. He says:
United States.
“Lyn, while it would appear that there’s little appetite
Who is part of this? The Bush family. Prescott Bush,
for Glass-Steagall, the fact of the matter is that most of
the grandfather of the last piece of crap that we had of
us here do see it as inevitable, given the magnitude of
that family in the Presidency, was a man working with
the problem, and there’s little question that some time,
the Bank of England through Brown Brothers Harriman, and Prescott Bush was the guy who moved the
over the course of the next days or weeks, that the opportunity is going to present itself, and I do believe that
money to put Hitler into a position of power in GerJanuary 28, 2011
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Glass-Steagall will be reenacted.
“However, as we learn more about what occurred
and what is still occurring in the course of the great
bank bailout of 2008, we learn that, in addition to the
billions of dollars involved in TARP, the Federal Reserve as well may have engaged in a far larger bailout,
perhaps amounting to trillions, and that those trillions
went to not only American, but also to foreign banks.
“Now, in the midst of this great bailout, both by
Congress and by the Federal Reserve, it is also the case,
as I’m sure you know, that community banks received
almost nothing. The argument at the time was made that
we can’t help everyone, and that the community banks
were not too big to fail, and fail they have. My question
is this:
“Glass-Steagall was crafted under very different
circumstances. There is no question in my mind that it
should be reenacted, and as I said from the beginning,
that I believe it will be. But my question to you is, is it
really enough, especially since the reach of GlassSteagall does not extend to these kinds of covert activities, if you will, by the Federal Reserve?”
LaRouche: Well, actually they do reach to it, and
they reach to it in a very efficient way. See, people get
too much tied up in current legalisms, and fail to realize
that they’re principled. You see, the problem is in our
definition of democracy and the way it’s taught, and the
way it’s talked about in Congress and so forth: The
principle is far removed from the awareness of the usual
politician these days, particularly, when it comes to
Congress, matters of Congress, or the state.
We live in a society which is largely influenced by
British Liberalism. Now Liberalism is, of course, the
system which was established under the new Venetian
system, which became the British Empire. And out of
the British Empire, Liberalism means that human
beings respond to pleasure and pain, and the essence of
belief is pleasure and pain. The essence of law, for them,
is pleasure and pain. There’s a question of popular pleasure and pain. It’s based on perception, not truth. Among
our politicians, there is an absence of the idea of truth
as a principle.
In other words, when you had the Federal Reserve
System doing what it did, what it was doing was inherently untruthful! Bordered on treason!
All of the evils we’ve had, especially since the assassination of Kennedy, have been of this character. For
example, slavery. The United States for a long period of
time put up with the institution of slavery, because Jef26
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ferson was pro-slavery, and he became more so when
he got sick, and he had a traitor to the United States as
his Vice President. So therefore, the idea of truth as a
matter of principle, in the sense of scientific truth, truth
contrary to popular opinion. Now what’s going to
happen? If you want to uphold popular opinion, as a
standard of truth, then you’re going to lose the United
States early this year, so you’ve got to get your conversation in quick because it’s not going to be around much
longer.
We’re now in a hyperinflationary mode. This whole
United States, the whole world system, can go down in
a matter of as soon as weeks or as long as months! You
want to talk about policy, in terms of long-term trends
in policy-shaping? We’ve had a system in which a competent President couldn’t be elected. Why? Because the
popular standard wouldn’t elect a competent President.
Or if he was competent, he had to make some adjustments, to hide his competence. I’ve seen that close up,
how that works.
So the problem is, we do not have a problem. And
when the American people out there, who are getting
very angry, begin to make a decision, they’re going to
agree with me, not with you. Because they’re going to
agree, that what was done to the Federal Reserve System
under Greenspan—Volcker didn’t do a decent job
either; at least, he meant well, he just wasn’t competent—the Federal Reserve System went to criminality
under Alan Greenspan. And it went beyond criminality,
today. So everything the Federal Reserve System has
done in this way, which is contrary to the intention of
our Constitution as it was originally conceived, has
been a fraud.
And you’re going to find that once we put the GlassSteagall through, the Glass-Steagall Act in its 1933
form, we’re going to find out that the American people
are going to do something about this. Why? Look at the
states; look at the immediate situation in the Federal
states. You’ve got a bunch of Congressmen out there,
talking about Federal government and how they’re
going to manage the Federal government. What do the
people of the states think about this? What’s happening
to them? Do they have any belief in this stuff? Of course
not! If they’re not intimidated, if they feel they have
some clout, they’re going to act.
And you’ve got a warning sign, in this little event in
Tucson, because that’s not a problem. That’s the problem of a generation, about one-third of a generation
under 21, which you have destroyed, by consenting to
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what has destroyed them. The consent to putting an Al
Gore as Vice President was a tragedy for the nation, because Gore is poison. His policy is poison, his thinking
is poison, people who think like him are poison! They
don’t belong in our political system, any more than the
slave-owners belonged in our system back in the first
half of the last century, or the century before then.
So, there is no problem. What I’ve defined, in the
statement I just delivered here—I wanted to get the
exact thing on the record—is the only answer. That’s
the truth. Anything else that doesn’t start from what I
just gave, as a design of a policy, for a State of the Union
policy, is a waste of time. If it doesn’t fit what I said,
dump it.
And you’re going to find that the people out there at
the state level, in their anxiety, they may not know what
the solution is, but they know what their anxiety is:
You’re killing ’em! You’re health-care policies are killing them; they’re designed to kill! They’re designed to
reduce the population. They’re murderous. They’re
treasonous. And the problem with my friends in the
Democratic Party, assembled, is they’re thinking too
much about opinion and not enough about truth! In the
long run, humanity is going to respond to truth. If you’re
killing them, they’re going to respond to the fact that
you’re killing them; and the fact that you said, “but
we’ve voted for this law,” is not going to be an excuse!
And that’s happening, now! The negligence, the ability
to try to “go along to get along,” that infamous slogan
of the Senate, of the Congress—“go along to get
along”—that is the beginning of the ascent of actual
immorality: “go along to get along.”
And so, when we say Glass-Steagall, we mean
Glass-Steagall. And the interpretation is that of 1933
Glass-Steagall, because we’re saying that the repeal of
Glass-Steagall was a crime against the nation! And that
the people who went along with that repeal of GlassSteagall, or those who allowed Alan Greenspan to be
put in charge of our Federal Reserve System, that swindler, were not thinking competently.
And our people out there in the states, are now being
subjected to something awful. You think you had something in Tucson? You haven’t seen the beginning of it.
You have a generation of people under 21, 22, of these
young people, of whom probably one-third are of the
Tucson variety, and you want to crush order in the
states, by crushing the states of these republics, and say
that you’re doing it on the authority of belonging to a
lofty club, of the U.S. Congress and the Presidential inJanuary 28, 2011
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stitution, now? When the world is about to destroy itself,
blow up, and you don’t want to change that, you want to
compromise, you want to “go along to get along”?
Well, you know what you’re going to get to? It’s called
Hell.
The Democrats have got to get their guts up. You
don’t have any time to fool around with this kind of
nonsense! It’s coming on now. I can’t tell you the exact
date, because I can’t anticipate on how foolish our
people may become, our politicians may become! They
show a great capacity for becoming very incompetent
and doing very terrible things, and I can’t be held responsible for that. But I can tell you: The time is nigh!
We’re there.
The states are disintegrating, the U.S. economy is
disintegrating, the world economy is disintegrating.
You’re on a global scale of something like what happened in Germany in 1923. You’re already far advanced
there. You want to fool around and make compromises?
No. I told you what you’ve got to do. It’s what you’ve
got to do. If you don’t do that, you’re a loser. If you
don’t do that, you’re wasting your time. Wise up!
I’ve been at this for a long time. I’ve watched it for
a long time. You’re making the same stupid mistakes
you’ve made over, and over, and over, again! You’re
compromising. You’re compromising. You’re trying to
compromise with this, compromise with that! People
out there, our people, our citizens, out there, are going
through Hell! And you’re letting it happen to them! We
need leaders who have guts, who have the guts to stand
up to this thing, and take it on. I’m giving you the challenge. I’m taking it on! Let’s see what you can do.

The Attack on Social Security
Freeman: The next question comes from a very
senior Senate staffer, and this question did come from
the Democratic retreat.
For people who are not aware of it, President Obama
travelled to the retreat yesterday afternoon to speak to
the members of Congress. One of the things that this
staffer pointed out to us is that, unlike any other session
that took place, in the session with Obama, even senior
staff were not permitted in the room—which gives you
some idea of what probably went on in there!
He says, “All of us are braced for President Obama’s
State of the Union address, and very specifically, we are
braced for what is broadly expected to be a wholesale
attack on Social Security. That is likely, but also given
the response that I understand that the President got,
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from those gathered here in
“But the bottom line, and this
Easton, and he may save it for a
is what I’d really like Mr. LaRouche to comment on, is that
later date, but let there be no
the financial industry in the
doubt that there is going to be a
United States knows a cash cow
major attack on Social Security.
when they see one. It would take,
And whether or not Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid can
by my estimate, more than $10
keep up his spirited defense of
trillion in private accounts to generate the same amount of money
Social Security, or whether he’s
as Social Security pays out each
going to end up buckling to the
year in benefits. If the financial
pressure, is still an open question.
industry collected just 1% of this
“For those people who missed
sum in fees each year, it would
it, Reid distinguished himself by
mean another $100 billion a year
saying the obvious on one of the
into the coffers of Merrill Lynch
Sunday talk shows a couple of
and other such individuals. I think
weeks ago, where he said that
that if, in fact, there’s any hope of
Social Security is not contributSenator Reid keeping the Demoing to the deficit, and that any
crats together, in defending Social
shortfall it faces is still very disSecurity, that this is a truth that is
tant, and that in any case, it’s relagoing to have to be told. Mr. Latively minor. . . .
Rouche, do you agree that this is
FDR Library
“As I think everyone who’s
part of the attack on Social SecuAn FDR-era poster publicizes the new Social
rity?”
gathered in your audience knows, Security system, signed into law in 1935. This
LaRouche: Of course it’s part
Senator Reid was one of the lead- program, which has saved untold lives, is now
ers of the fight against cuts in under fire from Republicans, Wall Street, and
of the attack on Social Security.
Social Security at the beginning President Obama.
The purpose of the policy behind
of George Bush’s second term.
this attack on Social Security, and
However, it is questionable whether or not he can keep
otherwise, is mass murder. I mean, you know, the typical problem with Democrats, who are decent Demoall of the Democrats together to defend Social Security,
crats, is when it comes up against the health-care bill,
during this term. My thoughts on the matter, as someone who is tasked with working on this, is that since
and we raised the question of the moustache, and they
what Senator Reid pointed out in defending Social Sesay “that’s over the top.” That’s not over the top; they’re
curity was undoubtedly true, that we have to identify
under the bottom.
the reason why Social Security would be under such
Look, there are two areas here: First of all it’s immoral, simply immoral. There’s no question about
constant attack. . . .
Social Security. It’s a system that worked, it does work,
“Obviously, for anti-government conservatives,
there’s nothing wrong with it. There can be abuses of it,
Social Security is the worst nightmare imaginable, because it’s a government program that actually works. Its
but there’s nothing wrong with it. And it’s better than
administrative costs are less than one-tenth as high as
the alternative; you better start from there. Just think of
they are for the financial industry, there is no fraud, and
the alternative; what is the alternative? See, the point is,
the program does exactly what it’s supposed to do,
in a society, which is consistent with the intention of
which is provide a core retirement income, and protect
our Constitution—remember, our Constitution was a
workers and their families from disability and early
conception, on which the existence of our nation depended, at the time.
death. . . . One element of this is that Wall Street really
In other words, as of 1787, if Hamilton had not made
hates the idea of government money going to anybody
the proposal he made, on which the entire Constitution
but them. And since the vast majority of Social Security
is premised—the entire Constitution is premised on
benefits are going to low- and middle-income families,
Hamilton, Hamilton’s discovery! It was not unique to
the program is an outrage to their sensibilities.
28
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him alone, but he made it clear, and proposed it in 1787.
That was the foundation of the U.S. Federal Constitution. At that point, what Hamilton solved, was the basis
for organization, under which the existence of the
United States could be defended. So, the Constitution
was based on the principle on which the very existence
of the United States depended, entirely: And that was, a
credit system, not a monetary system.
So, when you’re talking about money, you’re talking about equity in terms of money as money, you’re not
in the American Constitutional orbit. Money, equity for
money is not the issue! I don’t give a damn about money!
I just want an orderly credit system, and a money to
match. But the value lies not in the money! The value
lies in the productivity: It lies in the number of lives
maintained, and productive lives, in particular. It lies in
the education of our children. It lies in all of these things
that make the nation work, in terms of physical economy.
In other words, you have two things. You have a
money system, which can be in one of two forms—a
monetarist system, which is what all these damned politicians talk about, is a monetarist conception of money!
The United States Constitutional conception of money
is a credit system, not a monetary system. It is credit for
what? As in the case of the Massachusetts Bay Colony
and the Pine Tree Shilling. It was credit for what? That
you would go engage in a debt, a money debt, agreement to pay, with goods. And because you knew, that
you would be able, to produce more value, by postponing the payment than you would, by taking it now. The
politicians talk in terms of money terms. They talk
about monetary equity. The United States Constitution
is not based on monetary equity. It’s based on a credit
system. That’s our Constitution. If you want to practice
monetary equity, go to another country! Move your offices from Washington to some other country, where
they do this kind of thing. And tell all the others who
have the same view, to make the same move.
The credit system does what? What’s the basis for
economy? Stop all this technical nonsense; this stuff
doesn’t mean anything. The question is the productive
powers of labor. What do we mean by productive
powers of labor? We mean the ability to maintain a population, with a certain life expectancy, and with a certain power to produce that which it needs for its own
existence and for the improvement of society afterward.
In other words, it’s a physical standard. So, we don’t
assume there’s any value intrinsic to money. We assume
January 28, 2011
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that we need a credit system, which uses money as an
instrument for this purpose, of going into debt in order
to produce physical wealth, or the equivalent of physical wealth, and if we don’t materialize the obligation
with physical wealth, or the equivalent, or that which
produces physical wealth, like the human being, then
it’s not worth anything.
European systems are monetarist systems. The
empire is a monetarist system. The American Constitution is based on a credit system! The entire design of the
Constitution, especially its Preamble, is based on this
conception of a credit system. It’s spelled out very
clearly, in detail by Hamilton, in his reports on, for example, On Manufactures; his Report on Public Credit.
This is exactly what the Constitution means.
And the problem is, our Democrats are talking about
a monetarist system, and the monetarist system is the
disease that’s killing us! Franklin Roosevelt’s intention,
in terms of the Glass-Steagall Act, was a credit system;
Roosevelt all the way through, was a credit system, not
a monetarist system. And the problem with our Democrats, they’re not Americans. [laughter] They may be
nice Europeans, but they’re not Americans.
And we’ve got to get the Democratic Party back
into the fold, of humanity, and decency, and things like
that. And that means we are enforcing a credit system.
We want to see the goods! Just like they did in Massachusetts: They wanted to see the goods, on the date that
you’re supposed to pay the bill, you’re supposed to
have delivered the goods! And the assumption is, that
you can afford to pay more tomorrow, than you can
today, by being given the opportunity over a period of
time, to produce something which has greater value,
relative value and usefulness to humanity, than if you
had used up your expenditure right then. Like, you
know, if you want make babies, you’ve got to grow
them. If you want a population, you’ve got to grow
babies. That’s the same thing—that’s a credit system.
Give Mama the credit she deserves!
So, don’t worry about this stuff; I’ve got this right!
Now, I suggested to the kind gentleman in the Democratic Party, that if they just halt for one minute or two,
and discover what I’ve said: They will get an ABC, and
for the first time perhaps in their life, get a really competent understanding of what the word “economy”
ought to mean! I mean physical economy! A physical
economy in which the idea of credit, a monetizable
credit, is based on these considerations. Yes, we use
money, but what does it represent, in reality? Paper?
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Monopoly money? Boardwalk, anybody? That’s the
problem. We’ve got a Boardwalk mentality in the Democratic Party. They should take it back to Salt Lake
City.

The Universe Operates on Universal Principles
Freeman: The next question comes from our poor,
beleaguered Stanford group—they’re hanging in there,
but, they’re having a rough time these days.
Here’s the question: “Lyn, obviously, these days,
everybody is talking about unemployment, and unemployment is undoubtedly a problem—it has reached
record levels—but one of the things that we have been
looking at, beyond unemployment, is the question of
jobs. Because the jobs crisis—to our mind—is separate
from unemployment. And we want to just discuss what
we have been up to, and what your thinking is on this.
“The jobs crisis started a long time before the bubble
burst on Wall Street in 2007-2008. And we began to
pursue it, because it proves to us that something is very,
very wrong. We put together a number of studies, including some studies that we were involved in, back at
the time that some of us were in Washington, and essentially, here is the picture that we have: From 2000 to
2008, what’s referred to as GNP grew—paper. We also
saw soaring corporate profit—also paper.
“Now, here’s the rub: There was also relatively low
unemployment; but when we then turned from unemployment to job creation, what we saw was that from
between 2000 and 2008, job creation was lower than
during any period of growth since World War II. Then
we came to 2008; and between 2008 and 2010, every
job that had been created in the previous eight years
was wiped out. Now, even if the blowout of 2008 had
not occurred, we would have entered 2010, with 15 million jobs less than every economist, of every stripe, says
we should have had.
“Now, here’s our view of things. Our economy in
America, has always thrived on the principle of dynamism. We’ve shed jobs in outdated and less competitive industries, and we’ve replaced them by adding jobs
in new fields. That essentially has stopped; and nobody
seems to know why. Emerging technologies did, in fact,
help send jobs abroad, and replaced workers with machines. But that always happens. It should have also
spawned domestic investment in innovative industries.
But that never happened. There was no investment, and
nobody can figure out why.
“Now, some of us, back in the late 1990s, were in30
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volved in what was going on in Washington, and back
when we were there—and we were part of this—we
came up with a variety of studies that were essentially
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, that forecast that as businesses reaped the gains of new trading
markets, that they would most certainly invest in technologies that would boost American productivity.
“We forecast at the time, that there would be a significant growth in high-tech jobs, but also that the manufacturing sector would rebound, and that technology
and science would drive that turnaround. That factory
workers would be working on cutting-edge electrical
and communication products, on semiconductors, on
satellites, on various things that were germane to the
space industry, and also their offshoots, like cable TV
equipment, cell phones, etc.
“But the fact is, that it didn’t happen. None of it happened. The normal pattern of shipping off lower-skilled
jobs, then reaping higher profits for industry, then leading to investment in higher-value products that couldn’t
be made elsewhere but in the United States, stopped.
The pattern that we’ve always seen in America, of laidoff American workers then being re-employed in new,
innovative jobs, stopped; none of it happened. In fact,
the opposite occurred. And the question is, why?
“Now, ultimately, our conclusion is that the answer
to why this happened doesn’t lie in the realm of economics, but that it is essentially a cultural question. Because it really does go to the question of the idea of
progress. This is unfortunate, because economic problems are easier to solve than cultural problems. We understand that what you will say is that NAWAPA solves
all of this, and probably you’re right, it does. But, we
still want to know why this happened. We need an explanation for it, especially since some of us were involved in it. Would you share your thoughts with us?”
LaRouche: Well, it’s easy. You used the wrong criteria. It’s not the number of jobs, or the so-called technology attached to them, as named, that means anything. I’ve been measuring this thing all along, and I
never made that mistake. I never had a problem; because I used the right standard.
What is required is the increase in the capital-intensity, and in the energy-flux density of production. This
depends upon things like basic economic infrastructure.
Now, for example, if you flood the United States with
buses, and take away the railway station, or if you fill up
the highways with trucks, and take away railway systems, you’re an idiot! So, counting numbers of investEIR
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ments, and things you call high-tech, isn’t worth anything. Because we destroyed the railway system. We
went to a trucking system rather than a railway system,
and a trucking system is inherently inefficient, physically, except for short-term deliveries. But for any longterm movement of goods, rail is still, if you include
magnetic levitation, the most efficient. And otherwise,
you have sometimes tubing systems, which if you’re
going to get one, you can have potentially a 1,000 milean-hour equivalent of a train moving through an evacuated tube. That will tell an airplane pilot that he’s got a
vacation coming to him. All you have to do is get in this
tube and whoosh!, 1,000 miles an hour. It’s the only
way you can do it, right now.

Liberalism, or Physical Economy
So, the question you have to look at, is the things I
look at: How the entire economy functions, not on the
basis of elements, the sale and purchase of elements.
What happens, is, people get into this kind of mistake,
who otherwise are too smart to fall for it, because
they’re in a society which is Liberal, and they define a
market in terms of Liberalism. And Liberalism is a
question of what? Well, how you feel, or who you feel.
So, therefore, Adam Smith, who is a follower of
Sarpi, says there is no such thing as truth; mankind does
not know the truth about anything. Mankind has an
emotional reaction to pleasure or to pain, and people
will prefer and value more highly, that which gives
them more pleasure, and value less that which they find
painful. It depends on how they define pleasure and
pain. That’s Adam Smith; that is the entire system of
marketing that we have. That is the controlling characteristic of behavior.
How does the advertising business work? It conditions people into an opinion of what they look like;
what they feel like; what their esteem is; their lack of
esteem; the amount of sexual pleasure that they’re getting, or the amount of sexual denial they’re enjoying—
which sometimes is a form of relief if you’ve overdone
it the other way.
So, the point is, the standard has to be correct. The
standard is, the universe operates on universal laws,
and if you don’t have a universal law that accounts for
it, if you haven’t measured it by universal law, you don’t
know what you’re talking about. So, you have to have a
standard for knowing what is valuable for mankind.
All right: How can you increase, what? The energyflux density of the planet, of mankind to the planet? If
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you can not do that, consistent with the energy-flux
density, applied to useful purposes on this planet, you
don’t know what economics is.
Therefore, the standards that you go by are pleasure
standards. You have people who are buying more of
this; buying more of that. What good is it? What does it
do for the economy, for mankind? And therefore, the
problem is, that people assume that the equivalent of
monetary value, or pleasure/pain, Adam Smith, for example, that that’s the standard. And if you tell them that
this thingamajig is a new gimmick, and they buy it, and
you say the market has gone up for this, and the production of this is increasing, you find that the economy has
collapsed. You find out what is going on with our educational system, our university system, all these other
things. We have been spending a great amount of money,
on things which have very little value, or even negative
value, for the economy.
Go back to the time that Kennedy was assassinated.
What was Kennedy doing, and what happened? Kennedy got us into the space program, and was going with
a machine-tool-design development program, and was
against the deindustrialization, which was already being
launched then, by Wall Street. Then they killed him. We
spent a lot money in Indo-China, from which we never
really returned. We had a space program, developed
under the initiative of Kennedy, which was producing
wonderful things. But by the time that we launched the
space program, especially the Moon landing, we were
already destroying the space program more rapidly
than we were building it up. We had in our technology,
developed by NASA and similar relations in technology, we were getting, for every penny spent on the space
program, ten cents worth of increased productivity.
What happened? The space program was being torn
down already at the time the Moon landing had occurred.
In other words, the point is, we were talking about
buying high-technology things, or whole categories of
what we call “good things,” but they weren’t good
things! You didn’t have a railway system, you had a
trucking system—a damned fool you were! Again and
again. So what happened is, you had a cultural change,
in what was considered desirable. You had a cultural
change in the things you thought were good things to
do, good objects to have.
And all the time, as I was there on the job, I can tell
you, that from the time that Harry Truman took over the
Presidency, we were on the way down. What we had,
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going into the 1960s, was the resi- FIGURE 1
due, the inertial residue of the productivity we had developed under
Franklin Roosevelt—and we were
running the system down. Yes, we
were buying objects. For example,
the automobile industry, which I
was a leading expert on back in the
1950s. It was a fraud! The whole
industry was a fraud. It had not
been a fraud originally, but it was
turned into a fraud.
What was the automobile industry? Forget the automobiles! It
wasn’t just automobiles. It was
called the automobile industry—
what was it? It was the “make anything-and-everything” industry. It
was the industry of engineering.
We made airplanes; we made
things that people had never
dreamed of before, not just automobiles. We cut down on automobiles, private automobiles. You
couldn’t get one after 1942, unless you had a special license, a special “in” someplace. We were running around
with our old clunkers, and they weren’t so good.
We had the productive facilities. We have destroyed
the productive facilities. We said it was the “automobile
industry.” It wasn’t the automobile industry that was
the problem that collapsed it. We collapsed vast space;
we destroyed the productive labor force of the United
States, which was still left in the auto industry. You
could have turned them around and produced almost
anything! You want to produce railway systems? You
want to produce aircraft systems? You want to produce
anything? We had in the machine-tool capabilities in
the automobile industry and the related aircraft industry, we had the “make anything-and-everything” industry, still, in terms of the machine-tool skills, engineering, and so forth, despite all the failures.
We have been on the way down as an economy, ever
since Truman became President! It didn’t show up that
clearly, because we were waiting to waste out our capital resources, but we never replaced the capital resources we were running down. Here we had the space
program: Do you realize what we could have done with
the space program?
Go back to NAWAPA, for example. NAWAPA was
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designed, fully designed and operational in design, in
1964. It was suspended, in order to devote our resources
to the Vietnam War. And it never returned. Right? Do
you know what that means today? That was then, and
would be now, 4 million jobs. Four million high technology jobs. Upgrade of everything. And we destroyed
it. We never did it.
The NAWAPA program today, probably means between 7 and 7.5 million jobs, starting very soon. Now,
to get that job program going, and we can get it going,
still, people who are a little bit younger than I am, or
almost as old as I am, are still able to do things, at least
when it comes to science-driver programs. We have the
ability, still, to launch a program, a NAWAPA program,
which, in three components alone, will create 7.5 million jobs. Jobs of the type you’ve never seen before, but
we have the capability of doing. This will increase the
rainfall incidence across the nation, by a factor estimated at about 2.7 times every drop of water we pull
into the system. It would change the climate. We would
create conditions beyond belief today. And we could do
it. We didn’t do this. We destroyed our industries, we
shut down our automobile industry, we shut down everything approaching it. Now, we ship our industry
overseas. Our people here are left unproductive, or left
EIR
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FIGURE 1

Proposed Route of the Bering Strait Railroad and Tunnel

Bering
Strait
Railroad
Tunnel

Main railroad line
Existing railroad line
Proposed future line
Other future rail line
The proposed Bering Strait Railroad
Tunnel is 65 miles long between the
portals, with 53 miles under water,
and two islands, Big Diomede and
Little Diomede, in the central channel.

Hal Cooper, President, Cooper Consulting Company

without the means to produce, to buy the things they
need, to maintain the things their communities require.
So, you can’t say that we’re buying good things.
We’re buying this, we’re buying that. We’re on a buying
spree. So what? Now the buying spree is off, the buying
spree is over. Used it up.
What we need now is, we need to have a much
harsher standard of performance. And the problem is
people who are not born in my generation, really, generally, with a few exceptions of somewhat younger
people, really don’t know what economic reality is any
more, as we used to know it. We just have a shrinking
number of people, a shrinking number of people who
have an understanding of this, and we rely upon the
leadership which they’re capable of providing, by getting some of these guys who were thrown out of work,
out of the auto industry a few years back, getting them
back into operation.
We can rebuild this nation, but you’re not going to
do it, by crunching numbers with this operation. You’ve
got to have a fundamental change in the way our people
think about the economy, about economics in general,
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The proposed
Bering Strait
Railroad Tunnel
would link up with
the railroads built in
North America as
part of the expanded
NAWAPA program.
As a result, Eurasia
and the Americas
would be connected
by a land route for
the first time in
history—to the
horror of the British
Empire.

think about social policy, think about money.
I’m at my age here, and I’m looking at the prospective obliteration of civilization, even with the kinds of
things that some of these good Democrats think are sane.
They don’t know that what they’re proposing, their attitude on this thing is clinically insane! The world is
going to Hell, and nobody’s stopping it, to speak of.
You’ve got an effort in China to overcome this thing.
You’ve got an effort in India, which is a little more laggard, to try to do this. In Europe? Europe is being selfdestroyed! The United States is being self-destroyed!
Central America, South America, are being self-destroyed! Africa is being murdered! I don’t see any improvements any place.
And I was looking at all of these figures, back there,
back in the ’60s and ’70s, and I saw exactly the opposite. I was talking about really doom and gloom, back
then! And I was right, and others were wrong. And so
therefore, you should look at some of these figures
we’re using and realize what was systematically wrong
about that method of thinking about value, and just ask
yourself: Were you thinking about Adam Smith’s notion
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of value? Were you thinking of terms of Sarpi’s notion
of value? Or were you thinking in terms of what I think
of, as science?

Save the States; Shut Down Wall Street!
Freeman: [This] question comes from the mid-Atlantic corridor:
“Lyn, I’m sure you’re aware of the fact that there
has been a great deal of discussion about state bankruptcy, and this really was thrown into high gear with a
piece in the New York Times this week about a looming
effort from House Republicans to allow states to enter
into bankruptcy and basically screw public workers out
of their pensions.
Some of us feel particularly guilty about this, because the fact is that the question of state bankruptcy
was a question that we first took up back in 2006-2007 
when we were talking about the HBPA [Homeowners
and Bank Protection Act], and one of the things that we
were addressing at the time was not state bankruptcy as
such, but essentially the equivalent of, what I guess you
would call debt moratoria (which we didn’t want to call
debt moratoria.)
“There are a couple of things about this whole discussion that have occurred to me, and to some of the
people that I have been working with, and that is,
whether the Republicans actually are serious about
bankruptcy for the states? Or, if just talking about bankruptcy for the states is the entire strategy?
“Why do I say this? Well, I say it because all of the
talk about state bankruptcy raises borrowing costs and
will greatly enrich banks. As long as you keep a balance
between talking about bankruptcy and actually following through on it, you create a premium that banks can
collect on cash-strapped states. Even if they’re not
doing the lending themselves, they run the instruments
that deliver the debt in the form of bonds to institutional
investors, or even individuals. Increasing those borrowing rates helps the banks get money, basically, off of
pure rumor, and taxpayers in the states pay the price.
It’s a pure subsidy to the banks.
“The more I think about it, the more I think that Republicans have been told by the bank lobby and by Wall
Street to just talk about bankruptcy for the states, to
give them a little extra profit. I don’t think that they actually want it to happen. I may be getting paranoid, but
I’d really like you to comment on this.”
LaRouche: They’re quite serious about state bankruptcy. Absolutely! They intend to destroy the United
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States. That’s what they’re doing! I mean, why do we
fall for this stuff? Of course they intend to go to state
bankruptcy. What’s the alternative? The alternative is,
shut down Wall Street.
Why do we have a problem? Because of Wall Street!
Look, you could wipe out every bank on Wall Street,
and the United States would come out nice and safely
alive. What we need is a credit system! How do you
think we started in Massachusetts? With a credit system!
The little state of Massachusetts, at that time, was outproducing England, in terms of quality of product and in
terms of performance. The United States, back in these
periods, was out-producing England in terms of productivity of labor. Oh, you had a few industries there.
The problem is: Get rid of this nonsense! If you
bankrupt the states, once you start down the road of
bankrupting the states, what are you back to? Go back
to 1787! What happened in 1787? It’s when Hamilton
devised a solution for the bankruptcy of the states! And
this solution was called the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution. It’s still our Constitution. We don’t
bankrupt the states. We bankrupt the bad banks. We
bankrupt the swindlers.
What is Wall Street doing, for example? What is the
Federal Reserve System doing? It’s running a gambling
house! With U.S. dollars. It’s printing U.S. dollars, as
phony currency, as Monopoly money! Print more Monopoly money, and spent it on what? On betting! On
what? On odds, on margins! And that’s what the Federal Reserve System is doing.
That’s what has been done with Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, which is what we were dealing with in
2007: the bankruptcy of Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae.
They were both bankrupt. Why were they bankrupt? Because of big help from Alan Greenspan. What did we go
into? Alan Greenspan went really into the gambling business. So we have gambling losses! Wall Street is suffering from gambling losses! The states of the United States,
the individual sovereign states, are suffering from being
sucked into gambling games, which are not legitimate.
And they use a monetarist system as a cover for this.
I, as President, would be easily able, with the support of all these angry people in the states, to put through
the action, which would simply wipe all that money off
the books. By doing that, and by not obliging ourselves
to bail out gambling debts, we would have the trillions
of dollars needed, to get the United States economy
moving again. And what I laid out in this thing is the
solution: Glass-Steagall. What happens to the gambling
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debts? Ha-ha-ha! (Gotta watch out
for the mafia, they’ll get upset with
me.)
Just think about NAWAPA: Do
you know what 7.5 million jobs, of a
public works engineering capability,
mean, for every part of the United
States? Look, we have to build a
modern high-technology rail system,
to deliver product which is going into
the mountains out there for NAWAPA.
We have to haul this stuff. We’re
hauling more weight, and building
more height, in terms of dams, and
everything else, than you ever heard
Creative Commons/J. Kraemer’s photostream
of before! Seven and a half million The whole economy is built around gambling debts! The monetarists even went to the
people building the nuclear industry, Indian reservations to set up gambling industries. Shown is a casino on the Tulalip
building all these systems, and build- Reservation in Washington State.
ing NAWAPA, the greatest water
knowledge, and know how to do this, to direct it. But
system the planet has ever known!
we have a lot of people still left from the auto industry
We’re taking the core of the U.S. labor force, what’s
and other things, who have engineering skills, who can
still a labor force, and we’re putting it, suddenly, all back
to work. We’re cancelling all gambling debts. Do you
carry out the job, and who can train the labor force for
think we have to put states into bankruptcy? No! We have
the rest of it.
to put a lot of banks into bankruptcy, because what they
We can take our young people, who are wasting on
did was set up a gambling racket! And we’re indebted to
the sidelines, young people who are going into the 18Monopoly money, operated by gambling rackets!
25 age group. We can put them to work, open up the
What did they do? They went to various parts of the
equivalent of CCC camps, we can train these people.
place, and said, “We’re going to help set up gambling in
We’ve got plenty of projects for them. Take them out of
this state, gambling in that state. They went to Indian
crime and slime, and put them back into dignity, again;
reservations, and used the Indian reservations, as a ploy
make life have a meaning for them.
for setting up gambling industries. And the Shylocks
We can easily—we still have the opportunity—if
would come in there, run the gambling industry, loot
we have the will to do so. If we can get the complicity
the Indians—you know, rape them, practically, and
of at least some people in our government to make sure
move on to the next one! Gambling! Gambling debts!
this happens. What I’ve laid out, as a draft in this statement today, is sufficient to solve the problem. If you
No, there’s nothing here, nothing at all. That’s the
want to solve the problem, do it. What I’m doing will
way you have to look at it. We’re just a bunch of suckers, but we’re going to become un-suckers. And a lot of
solve the problem. Put the other things to one side.
people are going to get shocked, because—well, supThey’re trash. Bad habits which the population has built
pose we don’t win? Okay, a lot of people are going to be
up over several generations, since Franklin Roosevelt.
dead. Most of the people are going to be dead. You have
And while my generation, some of it, is still alive, we
no choice.
can still save this nation, and save civilization. We just
What I’ve indicated is the only choice, and NAWAPA
have to decide we’re going to do it.
is the key to it. Seven and a half million jobs, which is
This Is Warfare: Get Obama Out!
what I know, safely, we can guarantee, if the project is
Freeman: Just to confirm what Lyn is saying, about
launched. Seven and a half million jobs, including highthe fact that there are still people out there, who are catech jobs beyond anything you’ve imagined. It will require people in my age group, the retired age group sopable of projects like NAWAPA, I have about a dozen
called, because they’re the only people that have the
e-mails here, from people who are saying, “You know,
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NAWAPA’s a really big project
floating away. In any case, if you
and if you’re really serious about
don’t get this guy out, my estimation is, you can’t save the United
it, you’re going to need an architectural design team, an engiStates. And my estimation is that
neering management team,” and
he was put into the United States,
all these people are basically
by a British operation which was
asking for jobs. And I’m going
intended to destroy the United
to pass these on to the NAWAPA
States. So supporting Obama is
group, because I think they
like supporting treason.
should get jobs.
And you have to take that seriously. Because I can see, under
This questions is from a
this situation, with these signing
senior state legislator, who says,
statements and the other pieces
“Lyn, there really is no way
of corruption that have come in
around it. Those of us in state
here, I don’t think that othergovernment over these last years
wise, without Glass-Steagall,
have really screwed up, and
and without action to get Obama
screwed up badly. We couldn’t
out on his mental condition, I
figure out how to deal with
don’t think you can save the
budget deficits, so we got creative and we cheated, and one of
United States. You can lose it
the results is the fact—and it
this year.
may be an ugly truth, but it is
So if you’re a patriot, you
White House photo/Pete Souza
true—that the combined total of Asleep at the switch. “You have no chance of
want Obama out.
the underfunding of pension saving the nation if Obama remains President,”
After all, what has Obama
funds is about $2-3 trillion, and said LaRouche.
given us? He’s given us the T-4 
it’s something that we’re going
policy of Adolf Hitler, which led
to have to deal with.
to the death camps. And the evidence is now, fully, that
“My question to you, and it’s a question that legislathe British view, by Donald Berwick and Tony Blair,
tors all over the country are asking, is, do the states have
who are the authors of the Hitler-type health-care policy,
any leverage at all in dealing with their prospective
the death-camp policy, for Britain, have imported this
budget crises? Can they, for instance, take the approach
into the United States: the murder of our citizens under
these pretexts, just like Adolf Hitler did! And just as the
that FDR did when he was Governor of New York?
Nuremberg Trials condemned doctors, German docAlso, very importantly, what can we in the state legislatures and state governments do to accelerate the impletors, for complicity in this crime, and others. Adolf
mentation of Glass-Steagall?”
Hitler and Obama have a common trait, especially when
LaRouche: Well, this is a warfare question—and I
it comes to health-care policy. That’s a fact! And the
mean warfare question. First of all, you have no chance,
first problem we have: We have all these guys out here
in my estimation, of saving the nation if Obama remains
saying that when I say this guy’s comparable to Adolf
President. Now, Obama is fully eligible to be discharged
Hitler, they say I’m over the top. They’re under the top.
from the Presidency under Section 4 of the 25th AmendThey’re under something.
ment. He’s a mental case. But he’s also a puppet of the
So the problem is, that we’re not serious enough
British Empire. The British Empire’s our enemy and
about the need to save this republic and to save civilization. We want to be nicey-niceys. We want to get along.
he’s a puppet of theirs. He’s a mental case. You can’t
We want to, you know, go along to get along.
expect decent behavior from him of any kind.
And that’s our problem. We have to realize, face the
If you get him out, it would mean putting Joe Biden
fact, that civilization as a whole is in a desperate state,
in, but Biden’s human. That I know; Obama is not. It’s
in desperate peril, from, principally, the British Empire
something floating that looks like a head and some leggings there. I don’t know what’s inside them, some shoes,
and its effects, and from the ideas that go with that, such
probably weights to keep the balloon in the head from
as monetarism.
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If we want to survive—if I were President, now, I
could guarantee we could survive, on the question of
policy. With this guy in there as President, I can not.
And neither can anyone else.
So we’re going to have to ramrod policies through,
which are consistent with our Constitution, in order to
save the United States and contribute to saving civilization generally. If we do that—if we can do that, we can
save civilization as a whole. If we are unwilling to take
that challenge, to throw this bum out, put him someplace safe where a mental case like him can be kept
safe, we don’t want any embarrassing things to happen
to him, but get him out! And you’ll find that we’ll have
no problem.
Why? Because the people in the states, who are
competent politicians, want this! They don’t know what
they can get. I know what they can be given, and it
would be sufficient.
A lot of this debt is fake, so let’s not worry about it.
We can also use the principle of the credit system, the
1787 credit system which is the basis of our Constitution—it’s our Federal Constitution, that’s the basis,
that’s the law. We can use the credit system to create a
category of credit, under Federal supervision at marginal rent rates or loan rates, to handle the problems, the
legitimate problems of the states and the state creditors.
We will do this by taking the funds we use for the credit
to build up the states and employment in the states.
So, by the Federal government taking over what is
its Constitutional responsibility, the states of the United
States as a whole can solve the problem, under the principle of the 1787 credit system rule, which is the same
thing as that which is the Preamble to the Federal Constitution.
There’s only one authority that can do that, and that
is the Presidency of the United States, with the consent
of the Congress. And that’s where the problem lies. But
I don’t think you can get the consent of Obama! And the
thing that may be the death of your family and neighbors may be Obama being in there. If Obama is out of
the Presidency, he’s no longer a danger. If he’s in the
Presidency, he’s a nut, he’s a dangerous case; he’s got
the mentality of a Nero and an Adolf Hitler, both. That’s
what his mentality is. That’s why he is eligible for expulsion from office under the 25th Amendment, Section
4! He’s a Section 4 case! Who has all the mental qualifications of man to be taken someplace else, where he
can do no harm to himself or others!
If we do that, we can solve the problem. And it’s all
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these Democrats, who will not face that reality, that this
is a Section 4 of the 25th Amendment case. You throw
him out of office, and there immediately is a change.
And then these policies can take over.
But we have, under our Constituion, we are a credit
system, not a monetary system. And under our Constitution, as in 1787, when the states of the United States
were about to go bankrupt, at that point, the proposal
was put through, on which the adoption of the Federal
Constitution was based. The entirety of the Federal Constitution hangs on that keystone decision. That’s how a
Federal government was created in the United States! It
was on Hamilton’s prescription, on the question of banking, of commercial banking. That’s our system.
Now the British are saying we should use their
system. We say, they can stick their system wherever it
makes them most comfortable.
But that is the solution, that is the answer! There is
no other answer! There is no other solution, than our
Federal Constitution and the 1787 rule, presented by
Alexander Hamilton, which is the basis for the Federal
Constitution. How do you think the Bill of Rights got in
there? The Bill of Rights was a specification of the responsibilities of a Federal republic! It’s not just some
commentary. No, that’s the law! That is the one, unchangeable law in the Constitution, is that Preamble.
And that’s the law. We enforce the law.
You get another President—you know, if you need
me for two days to be President, I’ll fix it.

What Should an Individual Citizen Do?
Freeman: Lyn, I want to put one final question to
you, and the reason why is because it is an identical
question that has come, in one form or another, from
literally every continent on the planet, and also from, by
my count, about 19 states within the United States. And
they’re all basically the same question. They all start
out thanking you for all that you’ve done, and for all
that you represent.
But then, they go on to say, “As an individual citizen, I have only one question for you. What should an
individual citizen do? That is, what concrete action can
I take that will lead to a reversal of these policies, and a
return to a path of progress?”
LaRouche: All we have to do is unite, individually,
around a common purpose, and that is to do this. That
simple. Because if we are united to one single common
purpose, and enough of us are united, and energetic
well enough, among nations, and by nations, and so
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forth, and within nations, it will
work. All we need, is what makes
the difference between man and
an animal. The human mind is
capable of making a policy decision, on which humanity can act
with the force of being humanity.
And that one decision, if made,
and if supported, will solve all
our problems—either by solving
the problem itself, or by creating
the circumstance in which the
problem will, in a sense, solve
itself.
All we have to do is to return
NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team
to the intention which the FoundMan has unlimited creative powers to innovate, to make discoveries of universal physical
ers of the United States Republic principles. LaRouche’s “Basement Team” is working on issues right now such as “How
came to understand in the pro- do you manage the galaxy? How does the galaxy work?” Shown here is barred spiral
cess of trying to craft a self-gov- galaxy NGC 1300.
ernment, to correspond to their
to our condition, to do what man can do. What can man
independence, ever since 1787 on. And all we have to
do? Do you realize what we can do? We’re having fun
do, is to create that same kind of society, where you had
in the Basement with this, this kind of thing; what we
a bunch of bankrupt states—then, totally bankrupt—
can do—man’s power. We’re now looking at, how do
with the banking systems, and by the introduction of
you manage the galaxy? How does the galaxy work?
the concept of the credit system, as opposed to the monetary system, Alexander Hamilton presented what was
We’re looking beyond that toward other questions.
recognized as the Massachusetts policy of a credit
We’re looking at all kinds of matters. We have tremensystem.
dous opportunities, intellectual opportunities, which
If the members of the states realize that, and act in
we can apply to these circumstances. NAWAPA is the
concert on that; if the members of nations recognize
best typification of that, because it is such—two things:
that, and adopt the same policy, of the credit system,
It’s feasible for us now, and it’s the greatest thing, that
then we’re out of the woods. Because humanity will
anyone can imagine, which can actually be done on this
then work on that job, that task, rather than what they
planet, right now.
are doing now.
So there, may be better things down the line, and
But, we have to have in this—this implies a sense of
certainly there are. But this is a good one to begin
with.
a federation of humanity, of the human species. We
have a national government which, in our design, is an
Freeman: And also, in terms of concrete actions
excellent government—the best in the world, for that
that you can take as an individual citizen to insure that
purpose—in terms of the relation of the states, and the
this is done, is you can take measures to defend the concitizen, and the United States. What Roosevelt was
tinued existence of this movement. And you can do that
working for was not for a one-world government, but
very concretely by making a financial contribution.
for a system of government among nations which are
Whatever you can. We’re well aware of the fact that
respectively sovereign, but are united in this principle,
and are intended to cooperate, on this basis of this printhese are extremely difficult times, and I know that
ciple. And that is—what is it? The difference between
some people, both here in the audience and who are listening via the internet, have extended themselves. But
man and the beast.
at this moment, I would ask you to extend yourselves
Man has creative powers to innovate, to make discoveries of universal physical principles, and related
further. Because, clearly we have a job to do. We have a
principles, and to use those principles by applying them
very short period of time in which to do it.
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recycles as rainfall across the continent, before exiting
the system.

The Extended NAWAPA:
Project Overview
The implementation of NAWAPA means making the
bold decision to solve the long-term needs of mankind
for the next 50 years, in the management of water and
other presently known and new resources. It means a
civilization taking its destiny into its own hands, by
managing continental and global characteristics instead
of local ones.
True Water Management: Due to North America’s specific topographical shape, and ocean air currents, a quarter of all the rain or snow that hits the
ground there each year falls in a narrow corridor of the
continent, with 800 MAFY (million acre feet per year)
running directly into the Pacific and Arctic Oceans,
unused by the biosphere on land, and wasted. Meanwhile, a large swath of the western half of the continent
remains dry, and barren.
NAWAPA will remedy this presently inefficient
distribution of precipitation: Utilizing 20% of this
runoff, 160 MAFY, strategically placed dams and tunnels will create a collection system of major new reservoirs and canals, taking advantage of the natural topography of the Rocky Mountain Chain, and effecting
a distribution of water to parched lands and strategic
waterways.
Through 22 MAFY to the Canadian Prairie Provinces, 69 MAFY to U.S. states, and 21 MAFY to Northern Mexico, 86,000 square miles will be irrigated, doubling the current irrigable acreage west of the
Mississippi, and replacing the increasingly inefficient
and limited sources of well water with a permanent
source from gravity flow, relieving agriculture of pumping costs and restoring its productivity.
It is a known fact, that 40% of precipitation over
continents (Category A) returns directly as runoff or
groundwater discharge to oceans, while 60% of precipitation over continents (Category B) re-evaporates, and
falls back onto land, recycling itself roughly 2.7 times
over land before returning to oceans. By building
NAWAPA, the 160 MAFY of normal Category A precipitation will be brought into participation with Category B, being used not once, but multiple times as it
January 28, 2011
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Rail Lines: For an efficient construction of
NAWAPA and an efficient use of the northern regions:
• Various Union Pacific and Burlington Northern
Santa Fe rail lines from the Midwest into Idaho
will need immediate double- and triple-tracking.
    The Canadian Pacific routes servicing the
Fraser River and Rocky Mountain Trench areas
will need immediate double-tracking.
• The Alaskan-Canadian rail system must finally be
completed, with two routes of double-tracked line
connecting Prince George to Fairbanks, and
Dawson Creek to Fairbanks, for a total of 2,200
miles of track.
• 975 miles of double track to connect Fairbanks,
Alaska with Egvekinot, Chukotka, including a
60-mile long tunnel and/or bridge crossing the
Bering Strait.
Employment: NAWAPA itself creates, directly and
indirectly, 4 million jobs, plus close to an additional 1.5 
million jobs through application of nuclear technologies for the 30,000 MW pumping requirement of the
system, for a total of 5.5 million new jobs.
Canadian-Great Lakes Revolution: On par with
the revolutionary transformation brought about by the
Erie Canal, which opened the Midwest to commerce
and made New York City a metropolis, NAWAPA’s
barge canals, connecting Lake Superior to the Pacific;
and Hudson Bay, Georgian Bay, the ore fields of
Labrador, and Quebec to the Great Lakes, will turn
once inefficient or inaccessible resource deposits,
into easily accessible regions of development, leading to an explosion of new mining, processing, and
industrial and research potentials, all along its banks,
like the once great industrial corridors of the Mississippi.
Efficiency of Design: The NAWAPA design has the
least amount of reservoirs and distribution systems for
the greatest effect:
• 3,150 individual water resource projects authorized or proposed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1966, with 2.7 billion acre feet of water
storage capacity created;
• 369 individual water resource projects proposed
Feature
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in NAWAPA, with 4.3 billion acre feet of water
storage capacity created.

greater rates than ever before, for every continent where
the principle is applied.

Industrial Bill of Materials and Processes: Constructing NAWAPA’s dams, canals, reservoirs, aqueducts, and tunnels, will involve, at the least:
• Hundreds of millions of sacks of cement, nearly
100 million tons of steel, tens of millions of tons
of copper and aluminum, and a vast array of new
machinery required to construct the project and
move approximately 32 billion cubic yards of
earth;
• Drilling 50 tunnels with a total distance of over
1,000 miles displacing 860 cubic yards of rock,
employing an unprecedented use of tunnel boring
machines, and possibly new techniques;
• An undefined quantity of orders for the production of heavy electrical equipment, involved in:
a) power generation stations, including forebay,
penstocks, head gates, turbine wheels, generating units, and switchgear and, b) pumping stations, including large motors, large capacity
pumps, valving, fittings, intake & discharge
headers.

Scientific Advancements: Along with its planetary
effects as a continental water-management system,
NAWAPA is a science driver in the true sense of the
term:
• The implementation of a reservoir management
system of its scale, over one continuous, active
corridor of scientific coordination, will lead to unpredictable, but guaranteed qualitative effects in
overall technological and scientific management.
• The creation of 50 large tunnels, totaling 1,000
miles, typifies the great advancements to be made
in geological mapping, as well as fundamental
discoveries in the understanding of life’s creation
of the Earth’s crust, and the nature of its useful
biogenic ores.
• Creating a permanent presence of civilization in
the northern regions will transform our current
scientific perspective of the Arctic from isolated
research stations in remote and dangerous conditions into an active scientific capability. With the
Arctic’s unique proximity to the singular electromagnetic conditions of the Polar regions, the
complex of electromagnetic relationships, which
define the Earth-Sun-Solar System magnetic interactions, and have determined the evolutionary
processes of the biosphere, will finally be integrated into the power of man’s understanding and
economy.
• With a restored, non-crisis-management approach
to the hydrological cycle, breakthroughs will be
made in the biospheric engineering of climate,
plant life, ground water, and soils.
• Through the close management of NAWAPA’s
240 reservoirs, not only will the continent’s production of fish and aquatic protein multiply several-fold, but new frontiers will be breached in
reservoir science and water treatment methods,
mastering the use and engineering of micro-organisms, fish, and plant control.

Nuclear Renaissance: The 2,450 foot Idaho Saw
Tooth Lift, necessitating 26,000 MW of power, will require sixty-five 400 MW modular nuclear plants, such
as the GE-Hitachi PRISM. The settlement of northern
and remote regions of the continent will lead to the
long-awaited use of ultra-efficient, high-temperature
nuclear process heat for synthetic hydrocarbon fuels,
efficient chemical processing, and water desalination.
Hydropower: Because of its continental design approach, NAWAPA annually generates 38,000 MW of
power for Canada, and 30,000 MW for the U.S., from
gravity flow.
Hemispheric and Planetary Reorganization:
NAWAPA’s approach signifies a change in the organization of the planet as a whole, and its application will
set off a pattern of sovereign nation-states, acting as
sovereign nation-states, utilizing the full compass of
their own territories for the scientific benefit and increasing power of their citizens. The increase of the infrastructural density and land management techniques
will lead to a guaranteed increase in the productive
powers of labor, per unit of relevant territory, and in
40
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In accomplishing NAWAPA, man will be poised to
begin mastering and making use of the integrated relationships which define life on Earth, and participate in
creating its continued evolution, rather than being subject to the whims of nature and local conditions.
Source: http://larouchepac.com/infrastructure
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STATEMENT BY JACQUES CHEMINADE

To the Tunisian People,
After the Fall of Ben Ali
tematically looted the country, first
under the President’s brother, Habib
Ben Ali, and then, under the Trabelsi
family, who carried out financial
thievery on a grand scale.
For its part, beginning in the
2000s, the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) pushed Tunisia to undertake a vast program of privatization,
The fall of [Tunisian President Zine El
which turned into a giant hold-up,
Abidine] Ben Ali represents the awakwith the ruling family grabbing the
ening of a people, and of an army, that
entire economy, thanks to the credits
couldn’t bear any longer to live under
they obtained.
the oppression of a mafioso clan. My
This is what must be eliminated
Lewis
heart is with those who have freed Jacques Cheminade,EIRNS/Christopher
once
and for all. The Tunisian governPresidential
themselves, but the verbal expression candidate of the Solidarity and
ments will never be able to achieve
of solidarity is insufficient. France has Progress party of France, has
this by themselves, and that is why we
a duty toward them, as much by reason challenged the French nation to
ought to help them. To this end, at last,
of our common history, as by our “decolonize our minds,” and come to we must finally decolonize our
the aid of the Tunisian people.
recent intolerable complacency.
minds.
The attitude of our Minister of ForWhat caused the barrel of guneign Affairs Michéle Alliot-Marie, who, on Jan. 11,
powder to explode was the rise in prices for basic food
proposed to aid the Tunisian regime in maintaining
products in a state whose leaders were stuffing themorder, merely reflects the historic compromise of our
selves, while young college graduates were unable to
entire political class, from [former President] François
find work. Thus, the violence by the Presidential Guard
Mitterrand to [President] Nicolas Sarkozy, and [former
(secret service) and a part of the police force, led to the
President] Jacques Chirac as well. Under the pretext of
general revolt. However, even though Ben Ali and his
eradicating the growth in Islamicism, our governments
family mafia are now set aside, the system remains, and
have protected and supported a system which has systhe price of food staples, determined by international
Jacques Cheminade, a longtime associate of Lyndon LaRouche, and the
leader of the French political party
Solidarity and Progess, is a candidate for the 2012 French Presidential
elections. He issued this statement
from Paris, on the crisis in Tunisia,
on Jan. 17.
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decisions that put the survival of a financial system
above the lives of people, has not gone down.

Measures To Be Taken Immediately
Also, our policy must be to aid Tunisia in particular,
above all in the face of the present deadly dynamic
throughout the world, and even more severe in the poor
countries that import food staples, for which food often
comprises 60-80% of the household budget.
Therefore, I propose the following measures:
• Immediately, send cargoes of wheat, cooking oil
and sugar, to deal with the emergency.
• The assistance of our financial intelligence to
those who captured clan boss Belhassen Trabelsi and
Gen. Ali Serati, former intelligence boss of the Presidential Guard, and apparently, head of the counterinsurgency militias who terrorized the population of Tunis.
France should offer Tunisia cooperation, and share
financial intelligence on the now arrested Trabelsi, and
also, on Seriati. We must, with their testimony, follow
the trail of their accomplices.
• More fundamentally, a plan for agricultural production and development on a world scale, giving absolute priority to food-producing crops and stopping all
biofuel production.
• Separation of investment banks and deposit banks,
in order to, by breaking the power of the monetarist oligarchy, redirect credit to the necessary projects for the
African people and the Tunisians in particular.
• In this context, to launch a “Blue Revolution” for
Tunisia and the Maghreb, using modern means to restart
the plan of François-Elie Roudaire to supply water to the
chotts, or brackish marshes, in southern Tunisia, and
thereby make it a granary and center of agro-industry.
To aid the Tunisian people is to free them from the
imperial financier system that oppresses them, and
to re-establish the principle of development of the
physical economy, and saying “never again” to a predatory system based on outsourcing, real-estate, and
tourism.
Ben Ali has been driven out. The system that produced him must now be eliminated, and Tunisia must
become a symbol of reconstruction at the heart of a
world economy like that which [Franklin] Roosevelt,
de Gaulles, and also Bourguiba and Mendés-France,
would have wished for in their time. To those who think
this is a utopia, we reply that the alternative in today’s
financial globalization, will engender something a great
deal worse than even the Ben Ali clan.
42 World News

World Bank: Tunisia
Is a ‘Success Story’
by Hussein Askary
Jan. 19—A few months before the demonstrations
began, by tens of thousands of frustrated Tunisian youth
protesting unemployment, high food prices, and general misery, the World Bank issued its stamp of approval
for Tunisia’s economic performance. Its report, issued
in October 2010, stated that, since the late 1990s, Tunisia has become one the leading economies in Africa in
terms of competitiveness, and, between 1996 and 2007,
saw a doubling in exports of goods and services; the
report even stated that Tunisia ranked as Africa’s most
competitive country in the Davos 2009 Global Competitiveness Report.
Many years of cooperation of the government of Tunisia with the World Bank and IMF resulted in unemployment more than doubling, especially among educated Tunisians. The Bank, in a separate report a couple
of years earlier, described this catastrophic result: The
number of young unemployed college graduates nearly
doubled in ten years—336,000 in 2006-07, compared
with 121,800 in 1996-97.
This report on unemployment gives a relatively
clear picture of the problem in the country, without
saying it: The middle class is murdered, and higher education is made useless.
However, this World Bank report uses these glaring
examples of failure to urge the government to swallow
more of the same medicine to cure the disease. The
report advises that one of the principal recommendations of the study is to better align graduates’ skills with
the needs of the economy.
(Translation: Students with advanced technical
skills do not fit in the newly created cheap-labor market,
whose leading job offer is to be chained to a sewing
machine 8-10 hours a day, or to pick vegetables or fruit
in the fields, for export to Europe.)
Tunisia’s economy has been an example of how the
British Empire of globalization uses its tools, the World
Bank and the IMF, to turn nation-states into slave markets, and then dispose of them as soon as a cheaper
slave market is found.
EIR
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Soaring unemployment
among Tunisian youth,
caused by years of
World Bank-IMF
economic
strangulation, has
provoked a social
upheaval that has led
to the overthrow of the
corrupt Ben Ali
govenrment. Shown:
the Tunisian National
Guard “restores
order,” Jan. 15, 2011.
Creative Commons/Habib M’henni

Privatization of Essential Industries
For more than 20 years, the Tunisian government
has been working closely with the World Bank and
IMF, with support from France and the EU, to implement reform programs such as: privatization of essential infrastructure and industries (including ports, steel
factories, and mineral-production corporations); removing tariffs on imports; easing export restrictions;
devaluing the currency; and opening the domestic labor
market to foreign industries to employ Tunisians as
slave labor in the textile and auto spare parts industries.
The Bank report describes some of the recent measures that made this disaster so severe: The regime
granted several fiscal and financial incentives to exporting firms, including duty-free imports of raw materials and equipment entering production, a 10-year
tax holiday, and free repatriation of profits. It allowed
Tunisia to attract foreign direct investments, break
into global manufacturing chains, and create huge
numbers of jobs in the clothing as well as other manufacturing sectors.
(Translation: Foreign investors—i.e., slave owners—
do not have to pay taxes to the Tunisian state; they can
import raw materials for their cheap production, taxfree; and then take their profits outside the country
without having to reinvest anything in the Tunisian
economy.)
January 28, 2011
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With the breakdown of the world economy, the decline of exports to the U.S. and Europe, and the flight by
producers from Tunisia and other Mediterranean cheaplabor markets to ever cheaper labor markets in Asia, the
Tunisian economy sank deeper into the abyss.
Once again, the government, under recommendation of the World Bank (and definitely, under pressure
from the EU) had to resort to crazier and crazier export
promotion, and increased competitiveness, which
meant exporting and selling everything of value abroad
(phosphate mineral and agricultural products in the
middle of the worst food crisis in decades—Tunisia imports as much food as it exports), and constant cheapening of its labor force.
In the end, Tunisia is left only with tourism as an
“industry,” which, in turn, is declining, due to the economic crisis in Europe.
The report bragged about the Bank’s role in creating
the final phase of the disaster in Tunisia: The Bank supported the government’s reform program that encompassed trade and logistics reforms, and administrative
and regulatory reforms, to enhance the investment climate; the creation and empowerment of a competition
council; reform of the banking and insurance sectors to
increase access to finance; and liberalization of key services, such as maritime transport, port and telecommunication sectors, to reduce transaction costs, and the attractiveness of the country to investors.
World News
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North Africa

From Roudaire’s ‘Inland Sea’
Project to the Blue Revolution
by Yves Paumier
Nov. 2, 2010—In 1874, the Revue des Deux Mondes
nation, a lost generation, etc.
published an article by French officer and topographer
Escape from this prison lies along the path laid out
François Elie-Roudaire (1836-1885) titled “An Algeby American economist and statesman Lyndon Larian Inland Sea,” which would later be popularized by
Rouche:
Jules Verne (1828-1905), in his 1905 novel The Inva• Regain control over world finances by returning
sion of the Sea.
Roudaire was convinced that he had discovered a vast depression of salty marsh- FIGURE 1
Location of the ‘Inland Sea’ Project
lands (the “chotts”) extending over nearly
400 kilometers, from Algeria to the Gulf of
Gabès in Tunisia (Figure 1). With the backing of the architect of both the Panama and
Suez Canals, Ferdinand de Lesseps (18051894), he proposed to bring seawater back
in by digging a 240 kilometer canal. Among
other advantages, Roudaire argued, the introduction of such a huge volume of water
would change the local climate, and could
transform the whole region into a “breadbasket.” For various reasons, some good,
some bad, the project failed at the time.
Today, however, from the standpoint of a
higher cognitive and scientific “platform,”
that undertaking can now at last succeed.

Prologue
The peoples of North Africa, in this, the
first decade of the 21st Century, are shattered. National economies are in a shambles,
while the egoism pervasive in modern culture has worsened the disaster. Although the
fundamentals of the relevant economies are
different, they have one point in common:
their dependence on an outside world, defined by the collapsing neoliberal paradigm.
Internally, the consequences are disastrous:
corruption, lower living standards, discrimi44 World News
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to a public credit system and the separation of FIGURE 2
banks (the Glass-Steagall standard introduced by
U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt in 1933) in
order to break the imperial rule of a monetarist oligarchy.
• Remove from power the agents of that oligarchy, in the White House and elsewhere.
• Reconstruct the world economy through
great infrastructure projects, based on the most advanced technologies, and fundamentally transform
the biosphere.
The decisive momentum for such a Renaissance could be given by implementation of the A ship arrives at the port of Gabès, carrying a strange object.
North American Water and Power Alliance
(NAWAPA), a project to divert rainwater in the
northwest of America to the arid regions of the United
Our children are curious: “Daddy, tell me again
States, as well as Mexico.
about the four phases of the Blue Revolution.
This is not just a colossal project, involving land and
resource improvement, but an actual cultural revoluPhase A. Tunisia: From Gabès to Djeridville
tion. In that spirit, we wish to take up Roudaire’s brilLet us begin at the beginning. One morning, in 2011,
liant idea, with the improvements needed. His idea may
a ship arrived from the great north carrying unusual cargo
be 140 years old, but its underlying principle goes back
(Figure 2). It anchored off the coast at Gabès, the Tunithousands of years, to a time when mankind had to
sian fishing port, which also exports phosphates. Alchange the environment through agriculture. By mobithough the appearance of the ship worried the elders and
lizing creative powers thusly, man asserts his freedom.
the tourists sun-bathing on the island of Djerba, the young
To bring this story to life, we now project ourselves
people came over to have a look at the strange object.
into the future.
The ship’s arrival made a greater impression on the
coastal population, espeRoudaireville-les-Palmiers, 2050
cially since it had been FIGURE 3
Our beautiful city of Roudaireville-les-Palmiers
carefully prepared. Months
will very soon have half a million inhabitants. Over the
earlier, a huge concrete
last 40 years, the youth of the Maghreb have settled
reservoir had been inhere, rather than fleeing to the suburbs of Paris, Berlin,
stalled atop the hills overAmsterdam, or London. After all, the jobs are well paid,
looking the coastline, with
A concrete reservoir is placed
and children have access to the best health care. Over
a large conduit descending at the top of the hills
those four decades, thousands of jobs were created in
down to the bay, and then overlooking the coastline.
the agro-chemical industries and space research.
to the mooring (Figure 3).
All of this thanks to the “Great Blue Revolution,”
One month later, the sound of water was heard near
which made water abundant. What a change! In this
the reservoir, which was quickly filled up. People were
very spot, at the beginning of the century, lay the vast
doubly surprised: first; to see a reservoir installed on
arid breadth of the Sahara, the world’s largest desert!
top of a hill, when rivers do not run uphill; and second,
Even if patches of desert are still to be found here
to see it fill up with seawater! Where did the salt water
and there, lakes have emerged from mirages, and thoucome from? That’s when the elders discovered that the
sands of oases have been created since 2011, under the
strange floating object was not a ship, but a small nuPaumier-Roudaire plan. Today, each oasis shelters one
clear power station able to pump water uphill!
or several new cities, all interconnected by a rapid transIn fact, the reservoir itself was only to be used as a
portation network reaching out to distant countries.
water tower for the next phase. When the water runs
Cheap vegetables and the most beautiful orchards in the
back down to the sea, hydroelectric power can be genworld! Such is today’s Roudaireville-les-Palmiers!
erated.
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Algerian
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Border

FIGURE 4
Tu n i s i a n
chott

Gabès

Gulf of Djerba
Gabès Island

bulldozer could have done the job, because the salt that
is so deeply encrusted in the soil cannot be extracted
quickly. However, as planned, the freshwater moved
the salt upwards, month after month. Most had been
eliminated, but not all. We had a solution for that, too.
Agronomists planted halophytes, plants that like to
grow in saline areas and absorb the salt.
Only recently has it become possible, thanks to biotechnologies, to create halophyte varieties of rice. That
represented a world revolution, quiet but real. Since
then, a halophyte variety of the main grains has been
developed and is now a staple.
So, after a few years of rinsing, a real lake replaced
the first chott, which is a much better solution than Roudaire’s “inland sea,” which would have increased the
soil’s salinity. Then, pretty much in the same way as the
famous Dutch polders, where large areas of useful farmland were won from the sea: By using a network of hundreds of small irrigation canals, land was won over and
water evaporation decreased. This new area was then
transformed into cropland. At first, halophytic plants and
bushes specially developed for the purpose, were planted.
They were replaced, a short time ago, by palm trees.
Earlier, cattle-raising had been drastically cut back,
due to lack of fodder and pasture land. Only poor people
still herded sheep, and practiced seasonal migration on
a local level. But the soil was not arid, and the effects of
the lakes quickly reduced the pressure on the fallow
land, which began to regenerate (Figure 5). The nowconfident peasants shifted progressively to other types

One month later, new noises were heard, the humming of the hydroelectric turbines in the tower to generate electricity for the city, and especially for a new desalinization plant. The newly produced freshwater was
first distributed to the city’s waterworks. Since then, the
rays of the Sun have joyfully danced on the sparkling
water of the public fountains.
Let us now look inland, toward those areas which
were only desert, and the arid regions where only sheep
could be herded. This is where the real work began! First,
an aqueduct was placed around the el-Fejal Chott, and
filled with freshwater produced in Gabès.
Just what is a “chott”? In the south of Algeria and
Tunisia, at the foot of the Aurès mountain range, near the
Sahara, was a vast depression, some 400 kilometers
long, which, in the rainy season, was transformed into
marshland and sometimes even small lakes. The depression was partially covered with salt crystals and divided
into secondary basins, which the Arabs called chotts
(from the Arabic word “chatt,” or coast) (Figure 4).
Now, the Herculean task was to begin: getting rid of
the salt which had accumulated in the soil of these
basins for thousands of years. When the aqueduct
poured freshwater into the first chott,
that water rinsed the soil, and carried the
salt water to the sea, via specially built
underground conduits the size of a man.
Rainfall accelerated the overall process
of carrying the salt to the Mediterranean.
The joy of the city dwellers in Gabès,
delighted with their fountains, paled in
comparison to the joy of the rural inhabitants: The prospect of having fresh and
abundant water every day of the year, instead of brackish water on the floor of the
chotts, was truly revolutionary. While it
all seemed strange and confusing at first,
the doubts soon disappeared. The Blue
Revolution was clearly on the march.
USDA
However, the water needed consid- Agronomists plant halophytes, plants that like to grow in saline areas, to absorb
erable time to complete its work. No the salt. Shown: a clump of Spartina alterniflora.
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time, the aquifer would have been lost. As a
result of the fresh water injections into the
depths, the rainwater falling on the mountain
ranges some hundreds of kilometers away,
and sinking into the acquifers, feed more
oases, rather than reemerging in the nowfilled chotts.

FIGURE 5

Desalinated water comes in by aqueduct
Reclamation for agriculture of the el-Fejal chott
Regulatory lakes and canals for circulation
of water
Drainage canals
Drainage of wastewater to the sea

of livestock, although the risks were greater in uncertain times. The region also became an exporter of camel
milk and cheese! Camel milk is much esteemed by
young mothers, as babies digest it much more easily
than milk from cows. In short, a new agro-business
sprang up, but in opposition to that of the 20th Century,
it is centered on the local farmer.
After the el-Fejal chott, the next to be reclaimed
were the el-Djerid and el-Gharsa chotts. The freshwater
available attracted great numbers of people, and, at the
very place where mosquitoes used to proliferate, we
founded Djeridville, the city that emerged from the mirages. With human civilization, the birds also came, in
particular migrating birds which found the climes welcoming, after centuries of shunning them.
Then, yet another indispensable phase of the Blue
Revolution took off. Derricks were installed alongside
the network of aqueducts, not to pump oil, but to inject
freshwater produced in Gabès, into the geological
depths. In this way, the aquifer underneath what had
been an arid desert, was revived. That aquifer allows
our agriculture to flourish, and gives us water to drink
every day (Figure 6).
Of course, the underground water had been there
historically, and was the source of the oases in the
middle of the Sahara desert. It also supplied seasonal
moisture, but much less, to the chotts. However, from
the beginning of the 21st Century on, the relative overexploitation of these water resources increased the pressure on the aquifer. Without our intervention at that
January 28, 2011
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Phase B. Algeria: The GabèsRoudaireville-les-Palmiers Irrigation
Canal
All the work being done in Tunisia was
not lost on those on the other side of the
border, in Algeria. They saw slowly shrinking
oases suddenly revive, and tree stumps,
thought dead, sprouting buds. Then, Algeria
launched her own Blue Revolution, by founding Gabès Roudaireville-les-Palmiers.
In the middle of the Melrhir chott, armies
of workers had already prepared the ground, and a huge
network of dikes was set up to subdivide the entire chott
into smaller basins. To facilitate the gradual desalinization process, water was brought slowly into each new
basin, one after the other. At the center of the system, an
extra desalinization plant was built to extract the salt on
the ground which had dissolved into the freshwater
flowing in from Tunisia. The recrystallized salt was
stored in a place set up for that purpose. When properly
conditioned, that salt can be used as a support material,
including for building roads.
Near space was also called upon to help, with spacebased sensors allowing an overview of such a large area,
with satellites monitoring the process step-by-step. In
that way, Roudaireville and the whole region became a
reference point for geology and space agronomy.
FIGURE 6

Aquifers under the deserts are revived by a system of
aqueducts.
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Meanwhile, in Tunisia, off the coast of
Gabès, the floating nuclear power station
was replaced by other nuclear power plants,
ten times more powerful. Freshwater was
produced in a desalinization plant, which
was towed there, and now floats like an
island in the gulf. For the workforce, another
exceptional living area was created nearby,
the island-city of Aquagabès.
This increase in power and size made it
possible to enter the next phase: the creation
of an irrigation canal connecting Gabès to
the newly founded city of Roudaireville in
Algeria. This canal, running through the
south of Tunisia into Algeria, was designed
as a manmade river, with derricks set up
alongside to inject water into the undercrazy-frankenstein.com
ground aquifer.
“Oasis farming” was developed, featuring grainfields and citrus orchards
With water now flowing generously in the growing under the palm trees. Shown: a Libyan desert oasis.
Sahara, the population grew, including the
bird population. Thanks to the Blue Revolution, Algeria
search. The old port of Gabès now attracts mainly tourrecovered a certain sovereignty. Instead of exporting oil
ists and amateur geologists.
and gas resources cheaply, the gas pipeline was rediThe cooperation between Tunisia and Algeria, in the
rected to transit through the newly created cities in the
course of the Blue Revolution, also brought about a
chott area, whereas it used to go directly from Hassi
revolution in international law. Since water flows ignore
Messaoud to the ports on the Mediterranean.
manmade borders, a new body of property law was deThe state set up a large petrochemical facility in
veloped, based on water law and on the 1648 Treaty of
Roudaireville. The population boom in the region
Westphalia. The latter put an end to the Thirty Years
spawned many other activities, especially manufacturWar and replaced the notion of “might makes right”
ing and mining, once the roads and high-speed transwith that of mutual development corresponding to natportation had been built. The technology of the Tracked
ural law, i.e., the “advantage of the other.”
Air Cushion Vehicle (TACV—aérotrain), whose develAccording to Prof. Aly Mazaheri, “water law”
opment was stupidly stopped in France in the 1970s,
comes to us from Persia. The fact that there are aquewas put to excellent use here. Thanks to “development
ducts in Iran, Turkey, Andalusia, or Algeria today, that
corridors,” the processing industry took hold.
distribute freshwater fairly to many users, or allow irSolar rays penetrating water is all it takes to get mirigation one day here, and somewhere else tomorrow, is
croscopic algae to grow, and here, they are produced in
because this principle was adopted, and adequate reguquantity, in large manmade lakes that also serve as
lation authorities were set up. In fact, a law evolved hisresort areas. You just have to add a few nutrients, such
torically in the Persian desert region, which disregards
as carbon dioxide, and combined nitrogen derived from
the surface area of your land, but is careful to identify
gas, oil, and the local phosphates. The algae are used for
where the water in your well is coming from, and how
fish farming as well as, to replace the fodder usually fed
it was discovered.
to livestock.
Besides being nests of spies, most international orOnce these production sites were in operation, the
ganizations created at the end of the 20th Century to
phosphate plant that polluted Gabès was shut down and
manage water conflicts in border areas, treated the issue
relocated here, where it doesn’t pollute any more, but
in the same way the right of the sea had been treated: by
offers many useful minerals. A complete biochemical
respecting the right to piracy established by the historic
branch dealing with algae has developed. and the skills
power, the British Empire, with its common law and
required in that field intersect tropical agronomic reempiricist approach. In other words, “positive” law,
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based on “might makes right,” was created.
Now, the principles underlying the new law on the
right to water allowed us to end border conflicts by applying the principle of mutual development, something
the modern positive law of the West could never allow.

ans, who were then pumping fossil water from the reserve in the desert, have recently decided to reverse the
flow of their “great artificial river,” and bring freshwater to the south. Some years ago, Libya even launched
another great project: the revival of the “second Nile,”
a river that was dried up for centuries, and the course of
Phase C. The Sahara: Beyond Water, Opening
which was discovered in 2009. Now, the waters of the
Up the Continent
second Nile again flow on Libyan ground.
Almost every day, a new town cropped up out of a
The other radical transformation of the desert arose
former oasis, lost in the sands and pebbles. Generally,
from the successful cooperation among Egypt, Sudan,
they were on the mountain slopes, which were more hosand other countries further south, which have been
pitable, while the plains remained desert. Geologists
working together to manage the great Nile River itself,
made considerable progress, and their knowledge of the
for the past decade.
underground aquifers allowed them
However, the most crucial
to predict where the next new city FIGURE 7
link was to the efforts to reviwould be. What at first appeared to be
talize Lake Chad, a project
one great uniform mass turned out to
also launched early in this
offer many different opportunities,
century. This lake, which is
each one giving a specific resource to
located south of the desert, is
the new talents attracted to this El
the mainstay of a system of
Dorado.
aquifers running under Chad,
Beyond the Blue Revolution as
the eastern part of Niger, one
such, two major road and rail transthird of the Central African
portation axes gave access to the
Republic, and parts of Camerremote areas of the Sahara. The first
oon and Nigeria (Figure 7).
one linked the Algerian-Tunisian
From the standpoint of
area to Lake Chad and Central Africa,
water, this system of aquifers
the second connected the Moroccoconstitutes a single entity: It
Major endorheic (closed drainage) basins which
Algerian region to the inland Niger retain water, allowing no outflow to rivers or
is an endorheic basin, i.e., a
delta and to West Africa. All this ac- oceans.
continental zone where raintivity put an end to the exodus tofall does not flow out into the
wards the North, and some of the young populations of
ocean, but is retained. It is only because we won the
the Maghreb left the overpopulated coasts of the Medibattle for this entity as a whole, that we were able to
terranean to settle in these now inviting places.
conquer the desert. Any local effort, limited to specific
“Oasis farming” was developed, featuring graincircumstances, but with no real future, would have been
fields and citrus orchards growing under the palm trees.
an illusion, and would have failed. As we already said,
Morning dew could be seen here and there. Hundreds
the reason that our countries today maintain neighborly
of microclimates were created out of nothing. What
relations, based on cooperation, is because we joined
was once a desert, inhospitable to any form of life, now
hands during the Blue Revolution. A culture of the
feeds not only North Africa but also distant continents.
common good, of a shared destiny, grew out of the fight
Progressively, bamboo, grasses, and algae are used infor water, first created, then shared. That was the end of
stead of oil to create plastics, and talso help build living
makeshift solutions, and every man for himself.
soils. The winds of the Sahara are now rare and calm.
Today, in 2050, mankind is able to settle Mars, and
our discoveries contributed to that: Now that life has
Phase D. Go Continental, from Gabès to Lake
been brought back to the desert sands, the terraformaChad
tion of Mars is no longer a fearful prospect.
The Sahara was rolled back with the water coming
from the northeast, first from Gabès, then from other
The French original of this article is posted at http://
areas of Algeria, Morocco, and Mauritania. The Libywww.solidariteetprogres.org/article7125.html.
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No, this kind of money-printing to service debt is
something Germany did once before, in 1923, and we
shall not do it again.
Moreover, it is clear that the insatiable banks and
hedge funds that were saved, are not using the money to
extend credit to the real economy, but rather to speculate on raw materials and food. The French newspaper
Les Echos reported that 2010 was a very good year—
good, that is, for derivatives trading in raw materials.
It has since been revealed that Chancellor Merkel read
The volume of options traded on the Chicago Board of
the wrong speech in her New Year’s address. The right
Trade in 2010 reached 4.4 million, an increase of 279%
speech was as follows:
over 2008! And on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange,
the largest exchange for food speculation, no fewer than
Dear Citizens,
12.2 million transactions took place, an increase of 19%
Let me be perfectly open: When I sat in this exact
over 2009! Meanwhile, the food cartel Cargill declared
a 74% rise in profits in the first six months of 2010.
same place one year ago and spoke to you, I had no ink
ling of what I can tell you with
In addition, I have just heard
certainty today. I have come to
from the UN Rapporteur for the
realize that the attempt to mainRight to Food, Olivier de Schuttain a thoroughly collapsed fiter, that average food prices have
nancial system with one bank
again reached the level of 2008,
bailout plan after the other, has
and this time, food riots threaten
failed. I see clearly that it is no
to break out not only in 40, but in
longer reconcilable with my
80 countries, where food is too
oath of office—in which I swore
scarce or too expensive. All of
to protect the German people
North Africa is shaken by profrom harm—to continue subtests over the rise in the price of
jecting Germany to the dictate of
food; in Algeria and Morocco,
the EU Commission, the IMF,
and in Tunisia, where the Presiand the ECB. I can no longer
dent was even driven from
expect you, German taxpayers,
power! The situation is worsento pay for the losses of unlucky
ing is Egypt and Jordan. When
speculators, while at the same
will we see an end to this?
Regierungonline/Kugler
Chancellor Angela Merkel
time asking you to accept drastic
When? Right now, and right
cuts in health care, the deteriorahere! When one sees that civilition of infrastructure, and ever higher prices for food
zation is headed straight for the wall—and that is obviand energy.
ous to any thinking person who is moral—one has to
The straw that broke the camel’s back for me was
slam on the brakes and change policy. After all, we do
the information about a new internal EU paper, made
not live in a world of diamat or histomat, where so-called
available to me and to Der Spiegel, in which advisors to
objective processes determine history, nor in a world
Monetary Commissioner Olli Rehn propose a strategy
where the “normative force of the factual” turns injusfor coping with the crisis. They propose that the Eurotice into justice. Rather, we are human beings endowed
pean Financial Stability Facility be transformed and
with free will. Therefore, it is a sign of strength of charfunded, if need be, with fresh money that would not
acter, and not of weakness, when we recognize a misonly be at the disposal of bankrupt countries, but would
take and correct it, especially when the fate of the nation
also help troubled banks. Are we supposed to raise your
for generations to come depends upon doing so.
income taxes by adding an extra tax for banks and hedge
Therefore, I, as Chancellor, shall redefine, pursuant
funds? perhaps with Deutsche Bank debiting your acto Article 65 of the Constitution, the guidelines of
count directly?
German policy, and I invoke the right, provided in inter-

Germany Moves To Surmount Crisis

Foul-Up in Merkel’s
New Year Speech Fixed
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national law and the Lisbon Treaty, to exit from the current EU treaties and from the Eurozone. Reestablishing
sovereignty over one’s own currency, the new D-mark,
is an important precondition for allowing us to finance a
target-oriented industrial growth policy, in the tradition
of the post-1945 Bank for Reconstruction (KfW). That
is the only way to ensure full, productive employment—
i.e., a minimum of 30% of the jobs in industry, contrary
to the current 19%, since service jobs do not add value.
By no means does this signify that Germany is hostile to Europe or chauvinistic—on the contrary. I would
like to immediately invite the other governments in
Europe to work with us to straighten out the credit and
monetary systems, through regulation. On the website
of the Finance Ministry, we have posted a list of most of
the laws that were used to deregulate the German banking system, in line with the rules of the globalization
game. Since it would take far too long, in this period of
acute crisis, to abrogate all of those laws, it is more effective to simply separate the banks in compliance with
the Glass-Steagall standard of Franklin Roosevelt, and
to shift from a monetary system to a credit system.

Ensuring World Development
As an unmistakable sign of the friendship among
sovereign fatherlands in Europe, I propose to the other
governments that we undertake a common mission: the
development of Africa! All the European nations, with
a division of labor, could join in building up infrastructure, industries, and agriculture there. In that way, we
would help our neighboring continent out of its distress,
while surmounting our own crisis through an increase
in real economic output.
Obvious development projects for Africa were defined decades ago, such as the plan of the French topographer François Elie-Roudaire, who proposed at the
end of the 19th Century to replenish the Sahara Chott [a
salt lake] between Algeria and Tunisia, by means of a
400-kilometer canal. The evaporation of huge volumes
of water would improve the local climate and turn the
entire region into a breadbasket for all of North Africa.
The Transaqua Project, which would bring water from
the Congo River to the now nearly dried-out Lake Chad,
so that large parts of the Sahel could be irrigated and
greened, is another of many infrastructure projects,
such as road, rail, and maglev systems, that we could
launch immediately.
If we in Europe commit ourselves to such a common
mission, which will improve the economic conditions
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of all nations participating, and also fulfill our duty
from a moral standpoint, then all those young people
who are now desperate and taking to the streets in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia, but also in Greece, Portugal
and Ireland, will see that they have a future, which they
can help to shape.
Instead of allowing speculation on scarce food resources, directly depriving millions of people of their
means of subsistence, I will make sure that with the
new credit system, parity prices are paid to farmers not
only in Germany, but hopefully everywhere. That
means an end to the disastrous biofuel production, because we will have to urgently double food production
by 2050, when the world population should be about 9
billion. Our objective must be to eliminate hunger and
poverty throughout the world forever!
Of course, we also need long-term investments in
our energy and raw material security. The best perspective, in that sense, is the building of the Eurasian LandBridge and cooperation in the development of the Arctic
region. Germany and other European countries, together with Russia, China, India, Korea, Japan, and
many others, should invest in energy resources with
high energy-flux density. When I offer Germany’s cooperation in these fields to the others, I’m sure they will
be very open, because our capabilities, especially those
of the Mittelstand [small and medium-sized industrial
firms], are greatly appreciated throughout the world.
The intellectual achievements that our great German
inventors and scientists contributed to, will thus be
brought to bear in a new world order of peace.
I would like to convince you, dear citizens, to take up
with enthusiasm this great mission of mankind. Let us
together draw the lessons of the mistakes of globalization, dominated as it was by senseless greed. Let us go
back to the ideals of Friedrich Schiller and Wilhelm von
Humboldt, for whom education should aim to instill in
each individual a beautiful soul and a strong character.
Let us give our young people the chance to develop all
their innate creative capacities and to become genuises!
As a motto for the fateful year of 2011, I would ask
you to take up the following quote from the ninth of
Schiller’s Aesthetical Letters:
“Live with your century, but be not its creature; give
to your contemporaries what they require, not what
they praise.”
If we live according to this principle, we will find
the inner strength needed for the moral and cultural
change that is so sorely needed.
World News
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Megafloods, HRH Prince Philip
Savage Australia’s Food Production
by Robert Barwick
Jan. 16—The recurring floods in eastern Australia and northern Western Australia have
devastated major food production areas of the
nation, wiping out huge chunks of wheat,
beef, and fresh vegetables production. The
total damage is as yet uncalculated, but reliable estimates paint a grim picture for Australia, and for the world food shortage. Preliminary damage estimates run at AUS$10-13
billion; in reality it is almost certainly
AUS$100 billion or more.
The tropical and subtropical state of
Queensland has been virtually wiped out: An
area equal to that of Germany and France
combined was inundated (75% of the entire
Creative Commons
state), decimating its two biggest economic Floods in Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia, on Jan. 10 wiped out the
sectors, mining and agriculture, and most of state’s last food-producing center.
the supporting infrastructure. Queensland
supplies 28% of Australia’s consumption of
fresh fruit and vegetables, but it also accounts for 45%
world. Australia is the world’s fourth-largest wheat exof Australia’s meat exports (Australia is the world’s
porter, and due to a debilitating drought in the wheat
second-largest beef exporter, after Brazil), 23% of live
belt of Western Australia (usually the biggest area of
animal exports, and 23% of fruit and vegetable exwheat production), Queensland was set to be the thirdports.
biggest wheat-producing area this season, after New
The dramatic flash-flood in Toowoomba on Jan. 10,
South Wales and Victoria, both also affected by floods.
when an 8-meter-high wall of water crashed through
As recently as December, the Australian Bureau of Agthe city with almost no warning, wiped out the state’s
riculture and Resource Economics (ABARE) estimated
last functioning food bowl, the Lockyer Valley. Central
that Australia was on track for record wheat production,
Queensland food producer and longtime LaRouche acfor the year ending March 31, of 26.8 million metric
tivist Maurice Hetherington gave an interview to this
tons, thanks to the plentiful rainfall on the east coast
news service on Jan. 13 (see below), and commented on
this season, but that will now plummet. A substantial
the situation facing Queensland food producers:
portion of the crop has been damaged by the continuing
“They’ve lost just about everything, the second time
moisture which has caused sprouting, rendering it use
around in many cases,” he said. Dozens of people have
less for milling. This is happening even as Cargill, the
been killed, and dozens more are missing.
world’s largest food cartel, is, at this moment, buying
The wheat situation is particularly alarming for the
up the commodities division of the Australian Wheat
Board, whose single-desk export control was disman. For a video of the interview, see: http://tinyurl.com/4mv24tk.
tled two years ago.
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Green Policies
In 1963, Britain’s Prince Philip founded the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF) as an arm of his
World Wildlife Fund, and the ACF-run Green mafia in
the country has stopped any dams from being built in
Australia for the past two decades, such as those championed by LaRouche’s associates in the Citizens Electoral
Council. Had several long-proposed dams been built, the
flood damage would have been greatly mitigated.
But Australia’s agriculture is being devastated not
only by floods, but by the savage Greenie dismantling
of the nation’s primary food bowl, the Murray-Darling
Basin (MDB), one of the greatest agricultural miracles
in the world. The MDB contains 40% of Australia’s
farms, 75% of all its irrigated crops, and provides 30%
of Australia’s food, as well as food for some 50-60 million human beings outside Australia; yet it is being shut
down at a staggering rate. Notwithstanding that the
MDB has been in a severe drought over much of the
past decade, Prince Philip’s Green fascists in the
Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) cut water
supplies to irrigators during that period by two-thirds,
diverting the water for environmental flows for “river
health” and to maintain wetlands.
In October 2010, the MDBA released its “Guide to
the Basin,” proposing permanent water cuts of as much
as 45%, to maintain some of the 30,000 wetlands in the
Basin, in fulfillment of Australia’s obligations under the
fascist international Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, a
subsidiary of the WWF. The prospect of the decadelong drought being made permanent under the MDBA/
Ramsar Guide, has led to a virtual mass epidemic of
rural suicides in the MDB, and to the beginning of mass
foreclosures by the banks on the heavily indebted farmers. The MDBA/Ramsar mafia has proclaimed that agriculture in the Basin, particularly irrigated agriculture,
should basically be shut down altogether, and entire
towns and other areas of the Basin abandoned.

CEC Emergency Call for Action
CEC National Secretary Craig Isherwood on Jan. 15
gave an emergency Address to the Nation on this crisis,
calling for LaRouche’s global Glass-Steagall standard
and Four-Powers Alliance to defeat the British monetary system, debt moratoria for Australia’s farms, and a
mass infrastructure-building campaign, among other
things. His speech, “A National War of Liberation
Against the British Empire,” can be viewed at http://
tinyurl.com/4eltx57.
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Interview: Maurice Hetherington

Australia Needs
A Debt Moratorium
Australian food producer
Maurice Hetherington was
interviewed by Robert Barwick for the Citizens Electoral
Council’s
Weekly
Report Jan. 13, 2011 (http://
tinyurl.com/4mv24tk).
Barwick: We’re on the
line with Maurice Hetherington from Baralaba in Central
Queensland. Maurice is a
food producer, a cattle and wheat producer. He’s also
the former chairman of the CEC, Citizens Electoral
Council, for many years. And he’s a former councillor
on the Banana Shire Council.
Maurice, thanks for joining us. To start with, please
describe for the listeners the true economic cost of the
Queensland floods, from the standpoint of the functionality of the physical economy.
Hetherington: Oh, there’s no limit to this, this is
just mind-boggling—the infrastructure that’s been destroyed. In a lot of cases the infrastructure was getting
old anyhow, so it wasn’t capable of handling the water
situation. We had one quote here, that the surface water,
or the flood waters of Queensland, would cover the
entire state of NSW [New South Wales].
So, on the mining industry, which is enormous here
in central Queensland—the infrastructure to get the
coal out is mind-boggling—the railway lines washed
away. It will be a long time getting that back into operation. Gladstone Port Authority has actually shut down,
because there’s no coal to move; there’s no coal coming
in, ships are sitting out at sea. There are 18 mines inundated with water. I doubt if you could buy a pump in the
nation today, to pump water, because the big guys would
have all of them.
So that’s the mining industry—mind-boggling—
that’s one of our main economies here.
World News
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The rural industry—well I just feel sad FIGURE 1
for them. I mean, I’m a 70-year-old food
producer, and on the way out. But a lot of
the young fellas here, they’ve lost just about
everything, second time around in some
cases.
So really, the governments of today are
going down the wrong track. The first
thing—we’re going to have a chronic food
shortage in Queensland, chronic. We’ve got
it now, where people are fighting each other
in supermarkets to get the pound, the loaf of
bread. So that’s all gone. We’ve lost our last
food bowl, in Gatton and Helidon. All these
other small-crop industries were flooded out
a week or two ago, and then yesterday, with
Helidon and Gatton—that’s the food bowl of
Brisbane.
The first thing that I think has to be done
is that we have to keep the farmers on the land, and
small businesses in their small businesses—that’s an
absolute priority; and there’s no way in the world they
can do it in the present system. It has to be a debt moratorium across the board, because they’re all indebted
up to their ears. Debt moratorium and low-interest
credit pumped into the system, as in 2% interest to
give them a kickstart and get them going, because
they’re bled dry, absolutely bled dry.
So really, governments have got to go down another track, come back into your old Commonwealth
Bank system, or whatever system. There have got to
be other methods, other than these little, piddly handouts, but the criteria set to get these loans. So I think,
really, that’s what we’ve got to do, is keep the farmer
viable, producing food, as quick as possible to feed
the people.

A Shortage of Milling Wheat
Barwick: It’s an important call for a debt moratorium, but can you give people a sense of why that’s so
important, in terms of the physical challenges that the
food producers will be facing in the coming months and
year because of this?
Hetherington: Well, there’s a limit to how much a
koala can bear. You’ve got people who are carrying debt
loads, they were relying on this year’s crop; now our
wheat crops have gone through, and the bulk of them
were sprouted from high moisture. I said two months
ago, there’s going to be a shortage of milling wheat in
54 World News

this country, because West Australia had massive
drought, and Canada and Russia didn’t have any wheat.
But there will be a shortage of milling wheat. Now, you
can’t mill sprouted wheat for bread, and that’s one of
the main food supplements of the Australian people, is
bread. Well if we’ve got no wheat to produce flour,
there’s a crisis.
Well, then, we’ve come on now with the smaller
crops, the mung beans and chickpeas—that’s one of the
big crops up here. They’re all gone. And then you come
down to the watermelons, potatoes, onions—the small
croppers around—well they’re all gone.
Barwick: When you say gone, you mean washed
away by the flood?
Hetherington: Washed away, washed away.
And then the tractors—mind-boggling too. Look,
this stuff [the floods] came up so quick that people
didn’t have time to do much about saving their machinery. Well, you know a tractor is big dollars; the
tractor is the lifeblood of the farmer. Without a tractor,
he’s going nowhere, and they’re an exorbitant cost.
Yes, they have to change the system. We cannot go
down with this system and say, “Oh well, we’ll throw
you some crumbs to keep you going.” There’s an issue
here of depression, and that type of thing too. It hasn’t
sunk in yet, but there’s going to be a lot of sad farmers
around the place. Because most of them are old
anyway, you know. Let’s face it, all our sons are working in mines and things. The majority of the farm now
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is run by off-farm income—well, the smaller farms
anyway.

Physical Infrastructure Devastated
Barwick: And what’s the state of the physical infrastructure around you, like the roads and the bridges and
rail?
Hetherington: Absolutely devastated. You know,
the bits have been washed off the top of roads, bridges
destroyed. When you get a bridge over a major waterway destroyed—you’re not going to fix that in
three days—that’s serious infrastructure. But the
roads, of course, they’ll get by; they’ve got a five-ton
load limit on them—a lot of the roads. Well, how the
hell are you going to get a semi-load of cattle to
market on a five-ton load limit? And grain, or whatever you’re shifting? So everything’s ground to a
halt, absolutely ground to a halt, and the rivers are
still in full flood anyway, so there’s a limit to where
people can go.
Rockhampton’s an interesting exercise—completely cut off, running out of food. And now Brisbane—that’s the irony of it. The Brisbane people no
doubt would have thrown money in the billy [cooking
pot] to help the country people, on that money they
were raising. And now they’re in the same boat—we
should probably give it back to them.

People Have To Eat
Barwick: So Maurice, in your view, if the government insists on a free-market response to this—a little
bit of money to prime the pump, but otherwise, let the
market take care of who survives and who doesn’t—
what can food producers in Queensland be expected to
face?
Hetherington: It’s all over, if they do that—we’ve
had enough of this free-market looting. We’ve never
got a fair price for our commodities right down the line;
the cartels have always made the profits. There has to
be a massive paradigm-shift in the system now, and this
is the wake-up call.
Even years ago, we used to fight against this cashless society system. Well, there’s a generation out there
now who realize their plastic card’s not worth a cracker,
they’ve been buying a Mars Bar with a plastic card;
now they can’t get credit, they’re stuck out somewhere
in some town on holidays with a bunch of kids to feed.
and they’ve got no finance.
So finance, fuel, and food are the three big issues for
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the next two months, and from then on, getting the show
going.
But it is, it’s an enormous thing. We’ve had plenty of
cyclones in Queensland, but we usually get them in a
section of Queensland, but this has wiped the whole
state out. And now it’s heading down your way [to Melbourne, Victoria] of course. That’s the thing.
And we’re only just starting on the wet season too, I
might add. They’ve predicted another five cyclones
before March. So. I’m not being a gloom-and-doomer;
I’m just facing reality. This is reality, and people have
to eat, and if they haven’t got people producing food,
they’ve got nothing to eat!
Barwick: So you’re calling for a debt moratorium
as the most important thing the government can do
straightaway?
Hetherington: Well that’s the first light that’ll give
the farmers a bit of incentive to get into the mud. And,
you know, there’s a thousand miles of fences to fix up
here for a start.
And there’s another issue too: We need a workforce,
big time! But we can’t bring them out on the farms now,
with all these safety regulations and bureaucracy—
that’s ridiculous—that’s all got to go by the board. You
know, indoctrination, or whatever they call it, you’ve
got to be inducted to start a chainsaw, or accredited, or
some other rubbish.
Now it’s all over. We have to get serious now, in
the workforce here. We’ve got these blokes in these
detention centers. We’re fattening them; they’re sitting doing nothing. Bring them out here, and put them
to work. They can fix fences. I’ll soon show them how
to do that. But then, you’ve got minimum security
prisoners—put them to work, because we haven’t got
the workforce out here to get these fences back up, and
just your general maintenance, not heavy maintenance, but general maintenance. And fences,—you’ve
got no idea the amount of fences that have gone—unbelievable.
Barwick: Well, Maurice, thanks very much for
that, I think you’ve given the listeners a good sense
that they’re not really getting through the media, which
tends to focus on the more sensational things. The
physical economic cost is quite stark and this underscores the need for—as you said—a paradigm-shift in
the way government functions, if Australia is going to
survive this.
World News
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Euthanasia, Never Again!
In late December 2010, the hideous face of fascism, in the form of an overt drive for reinstituting
the Nazi policy of euthanasia against “lives not
worthy to be lived,” surfaced throughout Western
Europe, as well as the United States. In Germany
and France, and in the U.S., the LaRouche movement sprang into action, publicizing and condemning this revival in hard-hitting video and print
form. At the forefront of the attack was the Dec.
31 appeal by Helga Zepp-LaRouche entitled “Operation Euthanasia Never Again!” which was circulated broadly throughout Germany.
It took only a few days for the Obama Administration to beat a retreat from its establishment of
T4 death-counseling by regulation, a move aimed
at attempting to defuse opposition to the Obama
death-care bill. Now, on Jan. 21, we have another
significant victory on the German front.
In mid-December, the president of the German
Medical Association, Prof. Jörgen Dietrich Hoppe,
announced that he expected the upcoming annual
conference of the association, scheduled for May,
to alter its ethical code, so that doctors’ participation in “assisted suicide” (i.e., euthanasia) would
no longer be considered unethical. This was a radical shift for Prof. Hoppe, allegedly based on polling among German doctors.
But three weeks after Zepp-LaRouche’s appeal,
on Jan. 21, according to German media, the Medical Association agreed upon a statement which rejects any softening of the ethical rules, thereby
maintaining the current standard. That standard
says: “Assistance by the doctor in the suicide of a
patient contradicts medical ethics and can be prosecuted under law.” Dr. Theodor Windhorst, a
member of the board, told the Neue Westfälische
Nachrichten Jan. 24, that the doctors would main-
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tain their prohibition even if the federal legislature
moved to declare “so-called active suicide assistance not subject to legal prosecution.”
This rejection of euthanasia is a victory for the
LaRouche movement’s drive. It comes at the same
time as a similar victory in France, where the
Senate, with the apparent backing of President
Nicolas Sarkozy, had been poised to pass a bill
containing a provision legalizing euthanasia. In
the face of the LaRouche movement mobilization,
which was followed by strong statements from the
Prime Minister, the Health Minister, and leading
doctors, the amendment authorizing assisted suicide was withdrawn from the bill.
As in the U.S., these European victories are
only the first step in rolling back the revival of the
new fascism. Behind that revival stands the bankrupt British imperial monetary system, led by the
very same forces who brought us Hitler’s Nazism,
and who remain committed to massively depopulate the Earth, in order to maintain their power. It
is this system, not just particular policies, which
must be buried, or it will inexorably continue its
cannibalistic practices.
To deal with the cause of the problem, the LaRouche movement has put forward the only solution, beginning with the removal of President
Obama by the 25th Amendment, to be followed
immediately by a bankruptcy reorganization under
the Glass-Steagall law. Once the toxic waste is
blown away, there will be no problem in generating state credit to both save the drowning localities, and to launch a real recovery, with Great Projects such as NAWAPA.
Those actions directly repudiate the Nazi view
of man, putting human creative power back at the
center of the economy.
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